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PADUCAH, KY, FRIDAY. MORNING, FEIMUARY 8. 1907
MASONIC BOMB NOW
OWN WILIAM BUILDING
BOUGHT THE HOLDINGS OF
ODD FELLOWS FOR $15,400
A Disagreement of Three Years Standing In
To Rental ot Lodge Floor Settled By the P
chase—The Masons Will Fit Up Part
of Third Floor For Offices
MASONS STOOD READY TO BID LONSIDERA-
BLY MORE FOR POSSESSION OF PROPERTY'
The entire capital stock in the
Masonic aad Odd Petioles Building
cowman". and the lodge furnishings
in the large hall on the third floor of
the Fraternity building were pur-
chased lam night by the Masonic
bodies of this cirp.
The sale was the outgrowth of a
disagreement between the two orders
int ,olie question of rental for the
thirt 'floor which is occupied by the
nsbns and Odd Fellows, one-half
'if the stock and furnishings . brink
-.wned by each of them. The Masons
lavored a rental of $7 so per meet-
ing night and thc Odd Fellows $3.30
:,er meeting right. As neither side
would yield, it was finally suggested
:*at the entire capital stock and lodge
room furnishings be put up at auc-
tion and sold to the body bidding the
hinbest figure. Last night was the
lime appointed for the sale and the
ball was filled erith Masons and Odd
lielieves to witness the bidding The
•tocir was owned as follows. Plain
City Lodge No. 449, F. & k T.L.
Wm: Paducah Lodge No. :27, F. &
M, $1,500; Paducah Commandery
I 4 No. it. K. 'F. $1.500; Mangum Lodge
Nu. — I. 0. 0. F.. $400; Ingleside
Lodge, No. --- I. 0. 0. F., $2,000
and Union Encampment Ilt.500. The
furnishings were owned jointly and
originally cost about $3,500 three
tSfl
Powers of attorney to sell or buy
%%ere held respectively by Jas. E.
Wilhelm. Fred Acker. T. 0. Waller.
C. ti. Albert Mayer and P. J.
Reekenbacb. The auctioneer was
George 0. Ingram, and Mr Wilhelm
represented the Masons in the bid-
ding and Mr. Beckenbach represented
the Odd Fellows : The bidding was
started by Mr. Beekenbach at tto.cion
and in a few minutes it ceased at
Mr. Wilhelm's bid of tis-soo, and the
stock and furnishings were knocked
off to the Masons.
This gives the Masons full control
04.
Regard
Ur-
/.
out and canvass jot- new aflilihtee of
the' organization. The Retail Mer-
chants' Association at Wednesday
nights session with Commercial club
members concluded to have a "Great-
er-Paducah ',Day" in coonection with
the "Fie)d Day" and directed that an
invitation be sent the labor body to
join them. Mr. George Walters, the
park coMmissioner, a printer and a
'member of the Commercial club, was
delegated to take the invitation to
the laboring men Find last evening he
had the question /aid before the Cen-
tral Labor kody through, President
Charles Moseley; of the latter organ-
ization.
The question precipitated a strong
line of talk, with result that the labor
body, by a unanimous vote, refused
the invitation to join. Central Labor
body is composed of severaLdelegates
from every union of organized-labor-
ing men in the city.
er lad night's meeting the labor-
en OW out a statement that
-ommercial dub or Retail Merchants'Ithey took this step because 44 did
Association in any, form, the labor 'pot believe the onntmeretal sWies
1tnepabers contending that the ebrn- faeotted anything thi- uniOnselidvo-
meceial organizations opposed every- tided. Continuing. the laboring men
thing organizoLlabor advocates. said, that last year _when the street
Xuesday Met the Comntereial club car strike was on and the onion Olen
. decided to itssagurated (the "Field went before the Retail Merehantit
tiny" ellen Ill orient-here eintlii go. aseoc;ation to erYl lfie latter lr'Ste't
11;
•
of the company and its property one-
half of which will be held by Plain
City lodge, one-fourth by Paducah
lodge, and onc-fourth by Paducah
commandery.
The Masons were quite elated over
.the purchase and acquired the stock
at a figure much less than that at
which they would have disposed of
their holdings. The representatives
of Paducah lodge and Commandery
bad agreed to sell to Plain City lodge
when the bidding should reach tao,-
000 as she repseseutatise uf Plain City
lodge who has been president of the
company for three years and alisitt
charge of the property con
the investment worth in the neigh-
borhood of $25.000. The Odd Fel-
lows, however, were pleased at the
sale, and perfectly satisfied wish the
result.
The capital stock of the company Si
$12,ono and that amount %%a% 11*
for the lot on which the Fratera4
and Register buildings stand. • VW
Fratetnity building was erected from
the proceed; of $45,000 worth of
bonds bearing five per tent interest.
At the presest time the annual
revenue from the property is between
$11.000 and ith000 exclnsive of the
third fluor and the expensee between
$6,000 and $7,000.
It is the intention of the Masons
to convert the front part of the third
SOOT into offices and also to have the
large hall or lodge room to also yisld
a good income. As yet the Odd rel-
iew% ha. announced no plane further
than they will continue to meet for
Several months in the irraternifY
building, a privilege incorporated in
the terms of the sale. A payment of
ti.000 on the purchase yeas made by
the Masons last night, and the balance
of $6,700 is to be paid within the next
sixty day*.
A prominent. real estate dealer last
night stated that the purchase by the
Masons was the best deal tItte has
been made in thie city for years.
THE LABORING MEN REFUSED
..)31JAINESS MEN'S INVITATION
`CitiffriAL LABOR BODY LAST EVENING BY A UNANIMOUS
'VOTE DIRECTED WORD SENT THE COMMERCIAL CLUB
AND THE RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION THAT THE
IlaillOWIT* DOMED NO PARTNERSHIP WITH THE BUST-
Knits m:ni'S BODIES, AS REGARDS THE "GREATER PADU-
CAH DAY" AND THE "COMMERCIAL CLUB FIELD DAY" IN
THIS CITY
ot
r.vid ie‘liort of. Central
ohne y of tAity is net very
-friendly toward, the Retail Mer-
chants' association and the Commer-
cial club, as the labor bodies last
night dming their seiaion itook a 
orous smack,a1 these two °tiler organ-
irstions,,which are.composed of many
business men of Paducah. The clash
caret over the invitation exfended by
fhd'Itetail Merchants and the Com-
mercial club for the Central Labor
body to join be two others in a
"Greater Paducah Day," which wars to
have been set apart and recognized
eotpwtion with the "Connnercial
Unto' Field Day," the latter occasion
being for purpose of increasing the
incitheeship of the club. and the for-
mej in view greater things for
l'Aueith towards enhancing the pop-
tilation. -
In respandinis to the invitaiion the
Central Labor body ordered word
pent t,he commercial bodies tjaai,
*ship "Wan, desired witii—t c
es*" ..:•;sw..etleAmeitogreetiostfrii4,0H10-4,',
s
y
their influence to -help bring the strik,e
to an end so-that union-men would
get positions back, that 'the mechants,
organization refused to take any part
whatsoever in the consrovorsy, and
so informed ehe unionists.
The unionists- further stated that
last year the Commercial club sent a
delegation of its members from here
te Frankton, where they lobbied in
trying to get the state legistature to
enact laws detrimental to the Child
Labor laws. The unionists afro take
exceptions to the business men's
bodies favoring relaxation of the im-
migration laws, and the commercial
bodies' opposition to improved pos-
tal facilities.
The unionists were very broad in
their statements and claim the com-
mercial men oppose organized labor
and everything the latter stands for.
The Central Labor 'men claim they
favor 1 "Greater Paducah" but not
in partnersitip. with the two other
bodies.
The business men state the laboring
bodies take a wrong view of the
questions altogether, as their Whole
idea Is to concentrate efforts of all
and do everything possible to ad-
vance the city.
During it's session last evening the
Central Labor body installed the new-
ly elected officers of:
President—Charles Mosky. the ma-
chinist.
Vice President----Cliarlee !futon,
the retail ckok.
Recording Secretary—Frank Bur-
roughs, the 'musician.
Financial Secretary—J. R. Thomp-
son, the machinist.
Treasurer- Lott Crandeir, the car-
petite-.
Trustees--Ilenry Rawlins. Charles
Loetctimeyer and Charles White.
INFANT PASSED AWAY.
The Day-old-Child of IV. and Mrs.
Charles Anderson Died
Yesterday.
•••••••=1110
The day-old-child of Mr. and Mrs
(S. F. Anderson of Clay between
Iliveath and Twelfth streets died
yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock, and
this morning at 9:30 tt'clock the tun-
er-xi services occur, with burial ml-
Inning at Oak Grove cemetery Mr
Arderson is the well knoen paper
I. anger
WOULD AID INDUS-
TRIAL PEACE
Senator Dasiel Introduces Bill to Ea-
tablish Foundation.
Wasiiingten. Feb. 7.—Sena:or Dan-
iel has introduced a bill "to establish
the foundation for the promotion of
industrial peace."
The imrpose of the organization is
to receive the Nobel peace prize
awarded to President Roosevelt and
liy him devoted to forming the nucleus
of a fund the income of which shall be
expended for bringing together in
conference in Washington representa-
tive.. of labor and capital for a dis-
cussion of industrial problems.
The peace committee i% to arranee
for the conferences annually and
special conferences are provided in
cast of great industrial crises
PENSION GROWS TO $30.000
\Vise Management by Guardian Made
Simple-Minded Veteran Rich.
NVabash, Ind., Feb. 7.-1-caving a
fortune of $3o,000, every cent accumu-
lated -from a pension of $so a month.
judiciously invested by his guardian
Henry Wensler died today. Injuries
in the civil war left him simple mind-
ed, but be supported himself until re,
cently.
Government men sent here stated
this is the only fortune in the United
States developed from a pension
Alone. One child disappeared and
tiow several have claimed to be chil-
dren of that son. One man in Ohio
claims to 'be an illegitimate child.
These filed their claims with the guar-
than and will fight for the estate
SOLON HAS FIFTEEN
CHILDREN.
•
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URY REMAINS
IN THIS CITY
VODIE OF IS. TANkiMISLR
'TO RP EROUGHT PRC>it
WARRENSBURG.
FUNERAL OCCUR SUNDAY
FROM LEVY RESIDENCE
'REMAINS OF C. 0. PERRYhtAN
TO BE BURIED AT
HICKORY GROVE.
Dr. Bourne, Paducah Druggist, Lost
His Mother by Death at,
Lhavretaceburg.
Friends here will regret to learn
of the death yesterday at Warrens-
btrg, Mo., of Mrs. Clara T.anhauser,
who was well known in this city
where 'her husband was buried some
years ago at Oak Grove cemetery.
The remains of. the widow will be
brought here and taken to the resi-
dence of her cousin, Mrs. Peppie Levy
of Seventh and Madison streets, at
which place Sunday the fur.eral cere-
monks will be conducted, feliowed
with interment beside the grave of
her hu-band in the cemetery.
Mrs. Tanhauscr was about sixty-
eight years of age and born in Hs:ch-
i:Igen, Germany, but when a young
lady came to this country with her
parents, who finally locatsd in Me-
tropolis. At that place she S mar-
tied to Mr. Tanhauscr many years
ago, and for a long while the Jatter
was a member of the firm of B. Bear
& Co. of Metropoil,
About sixteen years ago Mr. Tan-
hauser died at Metropolis, and the
remains were brought to Paducah and
'littered. Mrs. Tanhauscr thert went
to Warrensburg to join her sister,
Mrs. Isciebenstin, and take up her
hone which wa, maintained in that
city ever since.
Mrs. Tanhaustrr passed away nt
3 o'clock yesterday afternoon after
a turfy Weeks illneas:the nature of
which is not known to the Paducah
relatives, who got only the word that
she was sick. The body will be ac-
companied here by her nephew, Mr.
Loc ben stein .
The deceased had no children, and
is survived by three sisters, Mrs.
Loebenstein of Warrensburg. a sis-
ter in Nebraska, and another in
Chicago.
She was a most excellent and noble
wcinian whose friends here arc iegion.
she often visiting in this city uttefl
she went to Whreensburg years ago.
Nebraska Legislature Thanks Him for
Anti-race Suicide Reform.
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 7.—It is doubt-
ful if any member of the legislature
has done more along the line of
Roosevelt reform than Ins Represen-
tative C. L. France of Syracese, Otoe
county. Mr. France claims the dis-
tinction of having snore children than
any other. member of the present leg-
,islature. Ile has fifteen.
In recognition of this the legisla-
ture has adopted resolutions of thanks
to Mr. and Mrs. France for the*
showing in behalf of anti-lace suit*,
and these resolutions bawl been seat
to Governor Sheldon and Preciarent
./,IriP st
. •
Never judge what a wottlan wants
to,do by the ;hints she does,
•
Former Patine-shares Father:
Word from Wichita, Kan., .-
flounces the death there of Mr. Sam-
uel C. Woodson. father of Mt. Usg
Woodson, the newspaper man former:
ly of Paducah. The deceased was
eighty-two years of age and had been
residing in Wichita for twenty-six
years with another son
Popular Young Man.
Life', journey was closed at 4.20
o'clock yesterday morning when Mr.
C. 0. Perryman died at 'his home,
Roo South Third street, after a sev-
eral months illnesi with puhnonary
aeferni. He was a fropular young matt,
and today the remains wilt he taken
to Hickory Grove. Graves couniA,
fog burial. Mr. Perryman_was twen-
ty-four years of age and born in
Union county. Kentucky. He had
resided in Paducah at different per-
iods, the last time last fail.
The deceased was etiployed as clerk
in the freight department for the-
Illinois Central railroad, and made
a most efficient attache esteemed
highly by the officials.
He was the son of Rev. J. L.
Pdirymate and besides his parents is
sejetved by three beothers, four sis
tees. his wife and two young children,.
•••••••••••••••••
Murray Citizen Dies.
.Farly yesterday morning Yfr.
Tomas R. "Jones. passed away at
hin home in Murray where he had
resided- a loot time, dissolution COTT2-
1sWer ordy'a few days' illness with
anonia. He was seventy years
of awc,and city weigher of Murray at
ales:time of death, and was. also en-
Med in the coal and graha business.
'The deceased lived at Paducah for
enumber of years., traveling out of
hire for business coneern,. Three
sone survive him.
PaduceitanIn Mother.
!Pr. Frank M. Boerne, of the Rich-
al Walker dna company of Fifth
and Broadwayvavired yesterday morn-
ing from Laefetteebetrg, Ky.. that his
erothi.s. Mss„Tatinfe floerne died the
BRASS THIEVES THAW'S WIFE
SEEM AROUND ON THE STAND
TELLISsvAgil —V=TE.
VillsUABLE PIECES STOLEN
FROM THE 1rKINNIE
VENEER PLAusrr.
RH I. READ ACCUSED IlEfUSED TO MARRY
Of LETTING HORSE OUT HARRY THAW IN eARIS
MISS ALICE M'CARTrS;WATCH
FOUND AND RETURNED TO-
HER YESTERDAY.
Anthony Owen, Colored, Charged
llliEth Stealing Jailer Eaker's
Axe and Selling It.
The McKinnie Veneer and Pack-
age -company of Mechanicsburg noti-
fied the police yesterday that the
night before some one stole a large
ateousit of brass pieces from its plant
zeroes the creek. Thu pans are quite
valuable and belong to the machines
of tthr industry.
The officers think some thieves are
making raids on the plants of this
c:ty, as Wednesday they received a
complaint that someone the night be-
fore stole sixteen 2-iiich brass valves
from the old iron furnace property
at Third and Norton streets.
Horse Run at Large.
Jeff J. Read was warranted yester-
das on the charge of permitting•his
horse to ran at large on the streets.
The animal was taken up by Lycur-
ea-. Rice, the official stock catcher.
Watch Found.
Yesterday a gentleman who found
the watch of Miss Alice M4Garty
and turned it over to Captain Frank
!tartan of the day force, stating Aat
he had noticed in The Register where
this young laddy has lost the time
eiece, which he found the street
and desired to return to her. The
captain notified the young lady, w'itee
called and recovered the watch
• jailer's An. Stolen.
inthony Owen, colored, was war-
ranted and arrested by Officers John-
son and Cross on the charge of steal-
:11g an axe front County Jailer James
Eaker's yard at Seventh and Oark
street. and selling it to Clem Frau-
cioli, the second hand dealer of Ken-
tucky between Second and Turd
streets, by claiming thc axe belonned
to hiss. Francioli gas y Owen Fit•-en
cents for the axe.
Prisoner Sick.
May Beasley was ill itl ttt, at)
lockup last evening, and it took the
attention of a physician to relieve her.
She was fined heavtly last week for
being drunk and disorderly, and her
Mother is letting her lay the fine
in jail instead of paying the daughter
out as she has done many tunes here-
tofore
Dartlett•Doing Wall.
Fraak Bartlett, the negro shot by
Watchman Ed Lenzski of the steamer
Joe Fowler, is resting well at River-
side hospital and will recover, as hie-
conditton yesterday svai better than
the preceding day.
LEAVE CITY IN TERROR.
Afaidrid, Feb. 7—Alarmed by the re-
cent bomb outrages that have oc-
curred here, many wealthy citizens
have left the city. The anarchists
arc still active and have made threats
that they will continue their work.
The abolition of jury trials has been
e:,:ended to include the province of
c 3 ronia.
night before, after a several Month's
illness at her home in that city with
rheumatism, Her son has been at
her bedside since Christmas, and as
result of the dissolution the drug
establishment was closed 'here yes-
terday. •
Mrs.'Bourne was seventy-two years
of age and one of Lawrenceburg's
most prominent Christian ladies, who
is survived by several children
Carry Remains Away.
Mrs. J. M. Howard, of tear Jones
street, will be buried today at the
Bethlehem cemerery in Marshall
county, where her remains will be
taken.
She died Wednesday of inflames-
tion of the brain and was sixtyettiee
years of age. She war born in Graves
county and is survived trii her has-
band and four' children, • !he latter
beirti Janie, W. William-and Lyks
lineyerd, and Mrs, Mary F. Husband=
REASON OR ‘1 REFUSAL IN-
CIDENT }MX LIFE
wrrn WHYTE. I 1.
She Gave Testimony .Corroborating
That of Other As to
the Iff‘YI E. *
•je. •
• New York, Fide 7 -itr-aciyri Nr,brt
thaw Was the- hrst waste, the
thaw case this morning.
Mrs. Thaw ,id she met Stantord
White at a luncheon in Igoe She-
theugat him "very big and ugly." The
party to which she was take-ow:IS "ill
a. dingy Twenty-footsie street house.'
The luncheon to which she had been
invited was in a prorate apartment,
sumptuously finished and fitted up
"I was told in a.dhonite I was going
to luncheon with some society people,
and had hoped it was the Waldorf-
Astoria. ;VI 1 waisted to see that
hotel."
Site gave testimony emosborating
that of other wit:mese, as to details
of the shooting.
She said she refused to marry Thaw
in Paris in teret because of ant in-
cident in her life connected'with Stan-
ford White.
The announcement that either the
mother wife of !Tarry Thaw would
be the principal witness at today's
proceedings beought out an unusually
large crowd at the criminal courts
brilding. The corridor' were filled
and scores of people, many of them
women, tried in every possible way to
force themselves by the officers- at
the courtroom doors, but alter yes-
terday affirttoon's fixity the bars
were put up again and very few were
allowed' to pass. However, half a
score of weimen managed .to succeed.
They were attired in their gayeat
cost tiTT114 •
lbw. Thaw Called--
Justice , Fitzgerald had jirit taken
his seat an the betich when Mr. Del.
mas, oi Thaw's counsel. requested the
clerk to call Mrs Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw,.
Tile frimilianghgtire in blue, now for
the fir,s. time without her veil. ap-
peared from the judge's chambers.
She stood near the jury box as Clerk
Penny -adiministered the oath.
Thaw declared Stanford White
was at the Cafe Martin the-night she
and Mr. Thaw dined there and she
saw him She said the note she wrote
her hudaand in Cafe Martin related
to Sfannrd White. This evidence
:oras lat er stricken onto
"I svrear." ilzgie4f Mrs. Tliam, in
tn atelnos at the end Of the
formal declaration, which was made
just a tittle,:stwore impressively than
usual.
1.11rsi, Thaw took her place in the
witness chair calmly. She looked
steauTy ahead at Mr. Dermas, and
gave her answers to his first ques-
tions in a clear and,trm voice. Which
was soft ht qnaitty:
Harry Thaw smiled at his wife ae
she walked to the witness stand, hot
she ataPatiltogellikersjr him at the
moment. - er she seated. how -
ever, she smiled faintly at the
praoner.
Thaw's Beauty.
Mrs. Thaw's beauty- was generally
commented on in..rAtc.court room.
The simplicity of heillfwesi seemed to
heighten the effect. Her long dark
lashes and heay,y ;brows were
noticeable no 'first time to
'those who have followed the trial.
In the excitement of testifying her
paleness of the past two weeks fled
before a rush of crimson tints in her
cheeks.
In answer to Mr. Delmas' first
question Mrs. Thaw said she was
born December 25, 1884. She told of
going to the Cafe Miartin to dinner
the evening of June 25 with her hus-
band, Thomas McCaleb and Truxtoit
Beale.
At the Cafe Martin.
"While you were at the Cafe Mar-
tin, did you see Stanford White?"
"Yes."
"At what time did you see hiss?"
dorOt know: it was souse time
after We arrived."
"Metre did you first see him?"
:"Cothing in at the Fifth-avenue Cs-
trance."
Continued OA Page Five.
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MAKING UP PLEADINdS IN
SEWER INSPECTOR CASE
-
,••••11•••• 
ge' 
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BUNDESMAN ASKS COURT TO COMPE
L FRANKE TO FILE
COPIES OF 'ORDINANCES AND RE
CORDS, AND ALSO MAKE
MORE SPECIFIC THE ALLEGATIONS
 EN HIS PETITION—
JOHN B. HOBSON'S PART OF F
ATHER'S ESTATE GOES TO
SATISFY CREDITORS IN THE BANKRUPT
 COURT — JACK
THOMAS CliftIMS THAT excel VOLTS OF
 ELECTRICITY
WENT THROUGH•HILS BODY—COURT N
EWS.
Judge Reed of the circuit court yes-
. taday entered several ceders in the
suit of A. Franke against A. Butides-
nian, whecein both parties we claim-
Me to be the offrcisil sewerage. inspec-
ler, Franke havingtbeen appointed by
•thc beard of public works While Bun-
.der man was elected by the general
eouncil.
Yeaterday Bundesman seized the
collet to compel larauke to make more
apecific kis allegations in the petition
While rn another natation Bondesman
staked that Franke he required to file
copies of cite ordinances and records
pertatineg to the sewerage a:vector-
ship.
The motions loiak towavds the
pica.dinga being made up, and when
this is finiebed the 'judge takes the
litigatiosi under advisement end de-
ceit.% who is the inset's:tor, Franke or
'Bunn e tern an.
The judge decided the 'Potter vs.
Bell eirsarkettnaster case several weeks
ago in favor of Bell, Into tve elec-
ted to that place by tie general coun-
•cil. Mr. Potter is now preparing his
p per. that toll take :the action to
tipe appellate h:nch, sahere it will
he lodged next week. Whichever
oay the sewer -suit gees it will be
teken higher also.
The court yesterday allowed 1.10a
Peen $55.60 to maintain herself and
children staring • the ineneths ;Jan-
e:ay and February while there is
lending the suit she has instituted
for divorce from leer husband. Charles
Bean, whom she ekarges with having'
osioped with another woman several
months ago, and with which woman
he 1. now ucsuseil of rending with
;t: Cairo.
holsre Reed ordes .d afarter Cotni-
iniestoner Cecil Reed to pay over to
Trustee Arthur V Mortin, of the John
it. liobson.bankruptcy case in the Pa-
nacati trihanal, the sum of
Sot8.83 for diatributien among llob•
son's creditors. John B. liobson is
the toe of the former circuit clerk
H. It. llobowt. deceased Creditors
forced lob:, B. lioboon lute bank-
ci in the aederal remit. and the
Stiliiito almost; to haw 'from be: fath-
CT's estate now being wound up in
the circuit court is antlered paid to
Attorney Marten, woh trustee for
the lionicrept, anti who will distribute
/ha matey among Hobson'a cred:tora.
The mono, was -ordered paid over
in the circuit coert suit of Phil H.
Stewart, administrator (daft If. Hob-
s. U, against Emery W. Hobson.
Attoreny Mike Oliver was allowed
$O7.5o as lawyer's fee in the mitt of
Pace. administrator, against Woods.
A $so lawyet's fee was allowed in
tl.e litigation of J. F. Briggs against
Fletcher and Foreman.
There was set aside the former or-
der made submitting to the court for
adjudication, the suit of C. A. Isbell
against Felix G. Rudolph administra-
tor. Master Coonnissioner Reed Wai
then allowed $r5 for his services.
Shocked .By 1,soo`Vidts.
In his. suit for damages yesterday
Jack Thomas claims he is entitled to
$3,00o from the Paducah Home Tele-
ehone company because loco volts
oi electricity shot through his body
and caused him to fall from the top
ot a telphene poke thirty-lit feat
to the ground below and was ren-
dered unconscious and badly hurt
Thomas was a lineman for the In-
ciependent Telephone company and
one of the 'foremen directed him to
climb to top of a pole at Fourth and
Jones strees% to repair some defec-
tive wiring. While climbing through
the networt: of overhead wires a
raetal tool hanging to his leather belt
caught on a wire that was charged
with 1,t00 volts, and when Thomas
rc,ached out to diaentangle the tool
from the wise a tircult was made
which sent tore, volts through his
body, knocking him to the ground
below. He contends it was the fault
of the foreman that he was sent up
toi the dangerous pelt
Property Disposed of.
Beulah G. Lev can leis sold 'to Fred
aVeatherington for $1 and other con-
siderations land in the count). The
deed was filed yesterday.
F. M. McGlathery bought from C.
E Landrain fur $oo property on West
Broadway between Twenty-fifth and
Twenty-sixth street•.
Mary E. Smith transferred to J.
R. Cobourn for $50 property on Bern-
ham avenue.
Minnie Jackorni bought from Fred
Beyer for $tatoo land out in the
county.
Licensed to Marry.
Virgil Lovelace and Beulah To is.
Cole of Graves county, were granted
a license to marry and had the cera-
twiny performed in the county clerk's
office by Rev. 1. R. Henry of the
Kentucky ave Preebyterian church.
China's "Financial pilot"
tau- recent rumor .illeseno: the no
-tended withdruwal from China of nor
Robert Hart, iespectos-ireneral of ine
petial maritime C1100111,., has caused
considerabk coommen: in the press.
The unique peaition whth he has
or nearly half a century so ad-
mutably, is the subject of an article in
the September 'Review of Reviews,
hem which the iellowmg is talaen:
Whether or not the time has. come
Tor China to take charge of her emit
liminess. the story of Sir Robert 'Hart
and hi. work will .continue to be the
story oi the empiee's rise from emit-
mercial depravity.
Out of nothing the Iltitift reorgan-
izer built up a system unsuepatased'by
any machine of its kind in the world.
When he went to China in 18os ae
student interpreter in the Hongkong
consulate. .iust after he had beee
pradnated from Queee's anteer ie
Behest. only the single port of 'Shang-
hai was included in the customs ser-
vice. Nine years later, when he be-
came inspector-general at the age of
twenty-eight, there were but five
ports under the department. The for-
eign commissioners, appointed at the
request of the merchants of Shanghai
after the Taiping rebellion of the
s•arly fifties, hod hardly made a start
toward rescuing the service from the
chaos of native control.
Having mastered the Chivese
armee and familiarized himaelf with
local conditions during fonr years of
work as a deputy in the serviee. \Vlach
be had entered after obtaining special
permission to realgo his British con-
etilar post in 185o, the irispector-gen-
eral set about the gigantic task of
creating a modern hasiness organiza-
tion amid surroundings of eupersti-
lion, ignorance, prejudice and dishon-
esty. The results of his 1:tbors are
'known. How 'he accomeliched them
'has pot been explained, for his mod-
esty is proportionate to his achieve-
ments.
In less than two decades he had be-
cocne,eneeessary to China. 'The gov-
ernment recogniaed him as the helms-
man of the only branch from which ‘it
could expect revenues honestly col-
'feted and cure In materialize. He
was rewarded with decoration: of
rank that made him enual to the high-
eat mane:trine Gradeally hi: outlier.
ity extended beyond the cuatorne. lie
1 became the Intone-est pilot of the em-
pire. in matters of foreign poltcy and
trade :is word was law. The dowager
empress. Tsi-An. despot of the im-
perial court, .bowed to his judgment.
When the Tstingli-Yamen authorized
a treaty or instituted a publie im-
provement, alto its decrees made no
mention of the British censor's name.
the author of the treaty or the in-
•entor of the innovation was Sir Rob-
ert Hart; and when some one must
be found to put into cffeet the new
titan. the inspector-general of 'mari-
time customs was the only man fitted
for the resposibility.
Without relaxing his watchfulness
over the customs service, which grew
rapidly until it embraced all the ports
of entry aloag the apoo miles of
coasit line, he undertookond perfected
the government's system of lighthouse
on ocean and rivers, organized and
directed an armed fleet patrnTing the
'water of the empire for protection
against smugglers, arranged the big
loans thee were to link the Flowery
Kingdom with the western world, and
finally established the national postal
aysytem, -of which he became in-
spector geaeral in age.
At the height of hit power Great
Britain offered to make him her envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipo-
tentiary to China. TItat was in 1885.
It was at the personal solicitation of
the dowager-empreesoluat he declined
the poeition, t hoosing once for all to
lay aside any ambition Le might have
had in the line of active politics and
to remain behind his desk in the little
office at Peking.
From that desk he has directed the
ceatoma. Of hie spoo sutiordinates.
including nearly L000 foreigesers care-
fully selected, few have seen his face.
To the majority lie is simply elate I. G.
But every one of the 5,000 knows that
the I. G. is always "on the job:' He
has left Peking but three or four
times in thirty years, and then airily
for very brief periods, having ottce
gone to England and twice viiited
important ports) and it is said that he
keeps track of every important em-
ployee in the service. It is not a
%ague. general surveillance, but a per-
sonal watch maintained by a perfect
system of secret espionage, an endless
regularity of formal reports, a con-
tinual application to detail:. and n
oncensing indttetry.
"IHE BAHIST
MESSENGER"
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OFFI-
CIALS WILL GET OUT
PERIODICAL.
Rev. Calvin M. Thompson Will Be
Editor-in
-Chief, With Others As-
sisting in Each Department.
The members of the First Baptist
church are preparing to. issue a de-
nominational publication that will be
known as "The Baptist Messenger"
and which will be devoted to the
church. •
The paper will come out once each
month and is especially circulated in
order to publish the mbnthly financial
and other reports, so the congrega-
tional members can sec in detail just
what is going on in the church. Of
course there will be included in its
columns much general church news of
interest to this denomination, and as
time goes on the paper will be en-
larged until some day it may begin
extending its circulation out in the
general world.
Rel/. Calvin M. Thompson will be
the editor-in-chief while different
members of the official board of the
congregation will have charge.of the
various departments,
The First Baptist chunch is the
largest congregation, and a paper cir-
culated among it5 members goes over
the entire city, as there are nearly
Low dames on the roll of this con-
g r egn • icm.
Uncve Sam's Working Capital.
Have we ensough money? The que--
tion has ban raised, and it carries us
back to itioe, when thcacountry's mind
wet wrenched by the debate between
the ailvoeates of the 'quantitative and
those of the qualitative theory of
money. ln that portentious year the
amowit ei money- in the United States
was equivalent to $25.44 a head, while
only $otot of this was the actrtal cir-
culation. That is. the hu•incan pleas-
tire, need* and extras:or:incite% of the
Country had use for about four dollar,
less than could hate been had from
the banks and the treaaury. The pi
plc de:ideal then that the country (lid
nor want more money of the kind
that ras proposed by Xrr Bryan. anti
now, it may be said. with thc concur-
rence of Mr. Bryan hirn•elf. that the
peripfe tate becu justified in that de-
cision. In the meantime the tolunte
of inoley has increased, both in thir
country and in Europe. and the vol.
tine of business also. This was to
have been expected. This increase is
in accordance with the law of prog-
ress or, in a word, with the law ei
nature. In the inert matter of coin.
the United States 'is coining annually
about $300,000,000 in geld: fireat
Britain. nearly $on.exxx000. Australa-
sia, a tittle more than Great Britain;
France. about $35.000.000: Germany.
about $25.000p0; Japan. more than
Soo,000noo. In this country the
amount on the 1st of October. 'of gold
and silver coins and certificates and of
United States and national bank notes
was $3.140i.732.552. Not ill of this by
about ¶337,000,000 was in circulation.
although, as we know from the con-
trover,ies which have been frequent
between Secretary Shaw and some of
the bookers. that more of it was need-
ed now and then and 'here and there.
The sum -of .$337.000.000 was in the
treasury. and in :LS depository banks
was $123„000,000. The official descrip-
tion of "money in circulation" means
money lying'about and money in the
hank. It !man: money that is pass-
ing from hand to hand, as well as
money that is lying in bank to secure
circulation and deposits. Besides the
actual money in the country, there
was in the banks individual deposits
to the amount of $.4.199,938.310. If
we add to this amount, against which
checks could he drawn—and checks
constitute currency as well as national
bank notes—we had in the country in
the fall of last year nearly $7,500,000.-
000 available for all the transactions
of the people, less the $337.000,000 in
the treasury. We bad a per capita
circulation of $33.oR, or nearly eight
dollars more than the abundant circa -
lotion of r896.--Itarper's Weekla
SAYS DOCTORS' TRUST IS
RUNNING AT HOT SPRINGS
•
Washington. Feb. 7.—Dr. Thomas
B. Rider, of Hot Springs, Ark., ap-
peared before the House committee
on judiciary today in denunciation of
the administration of the Hot Springs
reservation by the department of the
interior. lie declared that the pres-
ent administration has createet a
"doctore' trust," and alleged that he
has been unjustly persecuted, and de-
nied a certificate which will enable
hi mto 'Lave his patients use the baths
in the reservation.
The committee is now considering
a bill introduced by Representative
Robinson, -slightly amending the pres-
ent law relating to the reservation.
latt. Rider urged that the present law
1
 
attould be wiped out, and declared
Reit it was unconstftutionnl in that
it has e epriv ed him and many other
1
 
physicians of the privilege of earnitla
a livelihood. He denied diaries made
neeinst hint that he ha, been' artifil)-
of "drumming' for .practice.
.....
a
MAN WANDERED
IN DELIRIUM
MR. LOUTS PICKLE GOT OUT
OF HIQ PaaCraf ON NORTH
SIXTH STREET.
Aggravated Chill Rendered Hint De-
Orions led for Hours lie Wan-
dered the Sheers.
Sevarel hours , in the bitter cold
weather while delirious has rendered
the condition of Mr. Louis Pickle
nuite serious, and he is now confined
at hit room in the Southern hotel, on
North Sixth between Jefferson and
Monroe streets. The doctor does mat
believe he will go into pneumonia,
however, with the proper- care.
Pickle is the popular plumber and
has been suffering from severe chills.
One unusually aggravated one ren-
dered him delirious late Wednesday
afternoon and while others were out
of his room he wandered away from
the North Sixth street place and
could not be found for nearly four
bouts. The polioc all looked for him.
but finally he was found by Mr. Wil-
liam Robertson, the other plumber,
down about the Illinois Central rsie•
road incline at the foot of Campbell
street. lie was quickly taken back
home, shivering violently from cold,
which the doctor feared would bring
on acute pneumonia.
lie was found about 830 o'clock
Wednesday night, and now that he
bar recovered his senses, says he does
not know where he went while in the
irresponsible condition.
BUI,LET faf •T"ry'arn
BY NEGRO'S HEAD,
Fraalfort. Feb. ; -The head of the
neirro is pruterbially ea hard as a '
lock, but this was proved to be liter-
ally true in Frankfort last night,
when a 3S-caillire bullet was flattened
against the cranium of "Sister" Cook,
a negress.
The shot which pant the leaden
iniarale with such forte against her ,
skull with force sufficient to flatten
it. but still no: damage the woman.'
oas aired by John Shelton, a mien
man.
"Sister" Cook wa, oithin six feet if
Shelton. but it 1:ardly feazed her. She
was scared by the oboist, however, and
reaching back, felt the warns blood 1
tricking down the back of her neck. 1
so she stared clown the street yelling I
at the top sit her lungs that she Was
shot.
Colored doctor.' atteeded her ;le '
cut the bullet nut from under the sl. ,
,if the back of her head. The leaden
I ball war almost that. A thorough e
x
amination failed to show that any
seriout ilamage had been done to the
I woman': head, save the ctittting nithe flesh. The incision made wa•
1 wweilsup and boon she was backdown the street again. flout' the wow-
for her unique experience.
GIVES HIS LIFE
ATO HELP OTHERS
St. Loui•. Feb. 7 --Deoponalent la
cause of an affliction which 'he be-
lieved to be incurable. and believing
that an autopsy might aid the adletica
of medicine. Bassett Henderson. of
I No. &too Maryland 
avenue. for fifteen
years manager of the old Lindell
hotel. took morphine Monday night
at the West End hotsi..irnm the el-
feet' of which he died at foam o'clock
last evening.
The following note was found an
Ii; table, addressed to his cousin:
"Dear Frank—I believe that my
trouble is incurable. I am not able-
to attend to businese of any kind,
consequently I remove myself. Do
not take my body to No. 4300 Mary-
land avenue. The confusion might
shoe k poor. old Mother Reed.
0 "Have lass'. Graves and Orr make
an autopsy and ascertain the cause of
my malady; thna enabling them, per-
haps to relieve some other spfferer in
the future: and my life and death may
not then have been in vain.
• "I thank each and eceey one of you
for your kindness to me. especially
Doctors Graves and Orr. Yours.
, 
"BASS."
DEATH RESULTS FROM
BIG DOSE OF BROMO.
afattoon; 111, Feb. 7.—An overdose
of bromo-quinine caused the sudden
death of Jack Reitzel at the Broadway
hotel, according to the statement of
the attending physician.
Mr. Reitzel, who is a retired farmer
aged fifty-six, had 'been suffering for
several day' with a bad cold. and - he-
took too many tablets of the cold,'
cure which he purchased, remains of
a box of 1%Iiich were found 41 Id;
r00111.
The disapnearanee of a suit case be-
longing to the deceased adds mysteity
to the 'sudden _death. Last Week he
left the hotel with bit suit case, stata
lug that he wag going to call- on a
friend. When, he returned the suit
ease Was; gone, and all efforts to trace
it have proved futile. What the came
could have contained and way it
should haae turned up misting at sitell
a time can only be conjeetured.
A kits on the lips l;,woria ,
the hand. _
•
TODAY & SATURDAY
vOC I LVI E'S
REMNANTS
HALF PRICE
As usual Friday is our Remnant Day, and this
time we are going to give you something to
come for. EV74RY REMNANT HALF PRICE
They cant last forever so come early.
In addition to the usual Bargains on Toilet
Articles on Friday and Saturday we are going to
give you something to talk about.
BROKEN LOTS OF LACE CURTAINS
HALF Pit=
SAMPLE MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
HALF PRICE
soe, ki.00 and $1.3o corsets •
81.50 to $3.50 corsets • ..•
Silk Ribbon No. 3o to too.. 
toe Linen collars
soc neckwear
Sozo and Se.so white spreads ..... ...
lot of kid and silt gloves toe per pair
ac white weastings .
soc white waistings .....
.. • • . 1 .....
• • •
AND MANY On= SNAPS
.M•I••••
Follow the Crowd to
'Sc
se pi
Sc
.23c
$i .4
OGILVIE'S
The Store That Has the Goods
Mattil9 EfingerS Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
180 S. THIRD STREET: PADITCAH. KY
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life,; Liability, Steam Boiler-
, 46....",:mm10001j11
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 360. - - Residence Phone 72t
Big 13argaino in
Wall Paper
Now is the Cime Ito Buy
Wall Paper
Ctic havc the largcst lint of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot thc most stvIhinq prices.'
PC
frames
60 Picture'
0 frames
C. C. Lee
for Tour picture frames
315 BROAD(GHT
s
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PRESENT SYSTEM STATE .
TAXATION IS DECLARED
NO LONGER TOLERABLE
Three_ things were decided at a
meeting of representative citizens o
f
Louisville last night at the Seelba
ch,
rays the Louisville Herald. First
,
that the present system of state 
taxa-
tion involving uniform taxation o
f .all
• 
elasses of property, is intoler
able;
that though some relief may he ob
-
i tained by legislation, 
constitutional
amendment is absolutely necessary t
o
relieve the situation; and that in order
to attain the desired result, an orga
n-
isation with a system of reachi
ng
every county in the state must 
be
formed, to work for tax reform 
for
the next five or six year,.
At the conclusiqn of the spee
ches
delivered at the meeting, ringing re
so-
lutions introduced by William A.
'Robinson, who had been referred 
to
as the man who, more than any o
ther,
had affected legislative action in thi
-
direction, were adopted, pledging
those present to assist the men work-
ing for refortn. and urging the lat
ter
to put before the next legislature 
the
needed laws.
The next step is to organize the
TA, Reform League of Kentucky. It
is certain that this will be done, as
the chairman of the meeting, Arthur
Y. Ford, said that both the joint com-
mittee of the Commercial club and
the board of trade, and the taxa
tion
sonunittee of the state development
convention have agreed upon it. W
.
U. Noses, who was one of the speak-
ers, suggested that salaried officer
s
who should rive their whele time to
Phi, work, should be electid, and th
e
k sentiment of those present a
ppeared
to he unanimous in favor of a hard
battle to secure the changes that are
essential to further progress on the
part of Kentucky.
moo Leading Men.
It is seldom that such a gathering
ei Louisville citizen' comes together
4.4 thaa which me! last night in re-
'posse to a call sent out by A. Y.
Ford, 4. haiinlan id the joint commit-
tee of/be commercial organizations.
win.) oresided at the meeting. There
were about too men present, and there
was not one who does not possess a
degree of prominence and influeuce
above the average. it nas au encour•
aging comnicutary upon the state of
public feeling regarding the necessity
••f rebuilt that the wintriest of wintr
y
gales could not prevent such an as-
aembling.
Jodie Alex P. Humphrey spoke of
the emistitutional aspect. of the si
de
ject. he was followed by James P.
• Helm, who stave with keen insight a
resume of the legislation on taxation,
cud discussed the possibility of rem
edy by law-making. Cherie% Carroll
.apoke of the necessity of action by
the legislature, and was followed b
y
Robinaon. John W. Barr. W. C.
Nonce Andrew.Cnwan and J. L. Slily-
ear. who deaeribeil various iliceptali-
•tiess of the present %ascent.
Probably the most startling, and yet
the most accepted statement made
Awing the evening waii that of James
P. Helm, who declared that present
laws hasc driven the people of ehe
state to perjury. When he declared.
"Human ingenuity cannot frame law'
to bring property to the surface when
claming to the surface means confisca-
-lion.") the anlause that instantly
greeted the reughrk indicated the al -
littutt: i.i bi4s hearers.
Mr. Helm 'sal(' that he believed.
however. that the legislature has in
its !honer the remedy of the situation
by which stock is taxed, and thee a
dosble taxation enforced, since the
•tock merely the representation of
the property of the corporation which
i-aued it. He .said that legislation
which lia% resulted in such taxation is
based on a monstrous economic error.
into which it was induced by an opin-
'f.
ion of the supreme c-oort of the
United States more than fifty years
ago.
Avoid Discrimination.
Col. Andrew Cowan emphasized the
view that, white the ad valorem sys-
tem of taxation is intolerable, and a
system by which uniform taxation of
property in certain classes is needed,
discrimination must be sedulously
avoided.. He referred to the license
ordinance passed by the general coun-
cil, following the adoption oi a con-
stitutional amendment, in %hid) a
scale was arranged by which the max-
imum taxation was to be $.t.5oo. He
declared that this was for the advan-
tage of a few, whose sales were so
large that they would have exceeded
that amount, and pointed out that
such diterimination leads to the for-
mation of combinations. He urged
classification. with the added appeal
that there be no discrimination in
taxing the various classes.
Judge liutnphrey's address was
probably the most effective of the
evening. He had a good deal of fun
at the expense of the coutt of appeals
in regard to its decision uporr the or-
(finalise of Louisville based upon the
constitutionality amendment giving tr)
the legislature the right to permit
cities of the first class to substitute
the license tax for the ad valorem
tax. In this decision, said badge
Humphrey, the court of appeals held
that the amendment must be read in
harmony with the remainder of the
constitution.
"Obsiously. herefore," he explained,
"if we read it that way, we should be
compelled to arrive it the conclusions
that the amendment was unnecessary.
and •hat we didn't Mean ant thing lit
it.
lodge Humphrey Speaks.
After being introduced by Mr. Ford
who made a rousing statement ef con-
ditions tied of former delays. Judge
Humphrey started his subject by say-
ing that it is one of the fundamental
privileges of a state to tax or not to
tax, and to select the objects of tax
ation as it sees fit. lie said that it is
ordinarily one of the functions of gov-
ernment to tax classes of property a*
it is seen to ba necessary. lk ex-
plained that prior to 1891, when the
present constitution was adopted, ton
many exceptions had been granted. s.,
that when the constitutional cons-en
eon met in that year there was 3 ten
dency to go to the other extreme.
"Fee.v looked at taxation from a
philosophical standpoint," he said.
"and it seemed to be the dominant
idea that all taxation mast be along
rigid lines, and that all property must
be taxed. This view included not only
property. but evidences of property,
suds as promissory notes and billirof
exchange"
But one Exception was made, and
this 'n the case of cities which were
In be permitted to exempt factories
from taxation for a period of five
years. The couttitation was made to
read that taxation should "bes uniform
upon all properties subject to taxa-
tion," and not, as Judge Humphrey
nointed out. "uniform upon all prop-
erties taxed," which would have per-
mitted flexibility in laying on the bur-
den of taxation. Again. he showed
that while all property Was to b'.
taxed in proportion to its value, and
while all corporate property was to be
taxed the same rate as that of indi-
viduals, the constitution specifically
dirclarsd that these provisions were
not to be construed to prevent the
legislature from fixing a tax upon in-
comes, licenses and franchises.
Ra,:is Court of Appeals,
Here Judge Humphrey took_ an-
other rap at the court of appeals. Ile
said that he believed, and still doe',
that the provision that the legislature
FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
5.
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice-a'Week Republic, of St.
Louie, Mo, is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly -paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both mos and
old subecribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have Your time marked up for
-one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures -re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
.are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
rtrses pinned to her pink bodice. I'
this one is desired, order No. to, "The
Spring Ghl" No. ti, or "The Summer
'Girl," wears a light brown picture
tat, trimmed with light green. She
'also wean& a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
'No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture reprventing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
-to take them frtstrt the wall for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for les,:
than so cents. The hest recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to say
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subeeription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly. Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in Ametlea.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year. and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $1.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send persoinal clitelis.
Write name and address plainly. 11/43-
'dress all orders to the St. Louis Re-
public, St. LOOst-Met, Itrakirhihriatsii
may tax licenses, incomes or fran-
chites, means that the legislature may
substitute. that form at taxation for
an ad valorem form; but that the
court of appeals had inthhtltat it must
lie in addition to an ad valorem tax,
thus convicting the framers of the
constitution of intentionally 'laying
the way open for a system of double
taxation.
In telling about the decision of the-
court of appeals with regard* to the
. naunicipal amendment, Judge limn-
Phrey pointed out another remarka-
ble decision, which prcryided that the
revenue irons each individual from a
license system must he equal to that
from the ad valorem system.
"This is not alone a mathematical
impossibility," 'he eaid, "but to do
that would necessitate taking an ad
valorem assessment; and if we did
that it would be just as well, since the
difficulties involved' now are based on
that assetsbent, to continue with the
old system."
. Mg. Helm's review of legislation
about- taxation disclosed not only a
deep. knowledge of his subject, but
also his belief that something may be
accomplished by the tegialature with-
out making a constitutional amend-
meet. His greatest plea was for a
'change in the law by which stocks,
which are the evidences of property,
and net property itself, are taxed; and
he said that if the legislature would
pass a law absolving them, he be-
lieved that it would be upheld by tlee9
courts.
Helm Shown Injustice.
Mr. lierni pointed out that it is an
evil 'astern which does not take ac—
count ef one's debta as well as one's
credits, and showed the injustice of
taxing a merchant upon his stock oi
Sioo,00ta, which may be encumbered
by debts to the amount of nine-
tenths. He showed how the old resi-
duary system, .by which taxpayers
turned in the value of their estateg
above the amount of their debts hid
the right idea, though in practice it
did not succeed.
1 Another inequality to 
which hc
called attention was that, instead of
tubing a epecific tax on banks, such
as was formerly impotied. the tax now
varies with the locality. so that while
in Louisville. for example, it is $2.60,
in other places it series above and be-
low that amount, according tp local
tax. thus working a relative hardship,
or ghing a relative-ads-vitas:re as the
cast' might be. He urged that there
be one tax, placing all banks on an
equal footing, and distributing the
revenue betneen the state anal local
guvernmenta.
He made the following sigehicant
rearnrk:
"Though there was tardy one.gen-
era: resiaiou of the taxation laws for
nearly ioeyears prior to 1886. in the
last twenty years there have been four
general revisions. none of which have
accomplished any good. This should
convince us that we should not try
for a aciteral resision. but pick eut
the particular changes we desire. aed
insist upon them."
I In closing he said that lie 
hail had
occasion to investigate, in one of his
eases, the amount of persional prop-
, erty that escaped assessment during
two years. lie found that it amount
-
ed to go and 91 per cent. respectively,
daring those years. proving conclu-
sively that there is something aeri-
ously wrong
Senator Carroll. who i. chairman of
the taxation committee of the state
deselopment committee. explained
that an amendment must get a three-
fifths sole ;n the Icgialature before
being put before the people, and
ppintad eut that since the cities are
but scantily represented in the legis-
lature, it is necessary to make a geh-
eral organization and to show. the
residents of the country that a change
will he beneficial to the whole state.
He recommended organization of the
whole 'state. and securing the co-oper-
ation of the country newspapers.
"Unica% we do that," he said. "any
amendment submitted to the people
will be defeated."
After a vot. e 'of thanks hail been
tendered the speakers on motion of
W. II. Belknap. W. A. Robinson
spoke, i'..cclaring that the present tox
laws of ,Kentucky are the worAt in
the union, and that it is a weenier
that- the stale has progressed at 
all,
handicapped as it has been by such a
system. The resolutions, which he
offered. were adopted unanimously.
John W. Barr spoke ef the need for
securing the aid of all the people. an
d
was, followed by the chairman, who
made a short, but inspiring talk,
pointing out that there is a hard fight
ahead, and that the amendment of the
constitution by the legislature. the or-
ganization of the state, and the pass-
age of the amendment, and the enact-
,
ment of the statutes based . on 
the,
changes are the things that are to b
e
done".
FEDERAL EXPERT FINDS
MANY MISFIT COUPLES.
Divorce Investigator •Already Ha
s
Gore Over Soo Separations in
Coke County.
The federal expert sent to Char
les-
ton to look up the, divorce cases
 in
our courts for the past twenty y
ears.
has already sighted about No of t
hem.
He say he is working on the rea
sope
but they are made mostly by 
women
who somplain as a title that they 
are
not supported as they had a 
right to
expect when they married.
This coincides with a recent the
ory
that many women have quit 
hard
labor and want the men to 
support
them ln idlentose—hfattnon (Ill.) Sla
t
lilsomeememee..."Liemmems.
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
42.9 falling.
Chattanooga, 9.9 rising.
uncinnati 30.3 falling.
Evansville, 27.7 falling.
Florence, 8.9 fallittg.
Johnsonvillt, so.8 falling.
Louisville, to.1 falling.
ML Carmel, 9.6 falling.
Nashville, 15.2 falling.
Pittsburg, 4.9 falling.
Mt. Vernon, 29,8' falling.
Paduach, 36.8 falling.
Burnside, 6.6 falling.
Carthage, 9.7 falhng.
The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river last night. She
,leaves at 5 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon on her return that way.
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to-
night, leaves there tomorrow, reaches
Padtteah Sunday and leaves here Mon
day for Clarksville.
'rite Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
The realist S. Hopkins comes in to-
ay from Evansville and departs at
once on her retnrn that way.
The Georgia Lee reaches here to-
morrow en route up to Cincinnati
from Memphis.
The Peters Lee gets here tomorrow
She is bound for hferuphis fermi Cin-
cinnati.
The towboat Wilmot has been sold
by the hfionongahela Riser Consoli-
dated Coal and Coke company to the
Hokornb Hayes- company, of Padu-
cah. Ky. The towboat will be over-
hauled at the Point Pleasant docks
and will then be placed in the Term's-
ace river to tow ties. Tills makes the
third towboat that the combine has
stild recently. When the combine was
formed more towboats were secured
than the company can use, although
bit:enc.+ is excellent—Pittsburg Dis-
patch
MORE INDICTMENTS.
Thirty Additional True Bills Returned
by the Grand Jury in Fayette.
Lexington. Ky Feb. 7 -The Fay-
ette county grand jury reported thirty
more indictments against alleged il-
legal voters in the November elec-
tion yesterday morning. The names
have not yet been divulged, but are
said to inch:ilk some prominent per-
sons.
The indictments of Chairman Kauf-
man, of the democrtic city committee.
and Chief of Police Regan, Alderson
Lazarns and others for violations of
the election laws, is having a quieting
effect on the mayoralty contest.
The primary is tomorrow, and it is
believed that, notwithatanding the in-
dictments, many of the illegal voters
will be voted, since the purging of the
registration books. which has been
going on yesterday and today, has
demonstrated that there arc powerful
influence. at work.
Both sides are determined ;mit
trouble will not be unexpected.
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
Urged by Gov. Hanly in Special Mes-
sage to the Indiana Legislature.
Indianapolis. Ind., Feb. 7.---Gos
Hanly yesterday ben, to house a. mes-
sage urging passage of the Babcock-
Farber bill for the creation of an in-
surance department. He defendt it
against the attacks of those Indiana
company men who have complained
that the bill is unfair to home com-
panies pointing out that it 'applies
equally to foreign companies. He
declares that the purpose of the bill
is the rrotection of home companies.
"I know • of no worse misfortune
that could befall domestic „Vic in-
surance etimpanic;." Ile saya, "than
your failure to epact effective insur•
am-c legislation."
FRANCIS CALLED TO
EDGAR W WHITTEMORE.TEXAS BY BAILEY
AMOUNT INSURANCU
Abram L Wed & Co
COVERS A L L. ACCIDENTS
Travelers Irmurance Co.
EVICLOEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD MR
Office Phoee 369: Both Residtace: 72f
CAMPBELL BUILDING
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit mem MIL Let Us Med the bootee; pee pay Inc 11 as rim
pay tent. Vacant bee it en parte et the do. Mee loft nu the
proposed cas eialansiss es Iheed se tides deem sod se Alm
menet hem $p te po eeth. Day new es imetailmeet pies
wide dump. Tide le the highest ground ha the city. Property Is
seeeadag•
MTIACKEN REAL ESTATE k MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
Laihrd D. Offeebees. Pres. aid M. Phone pi&
a
.1. B. COULSON,
....PLUMBING 
4
aIII
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
Healthy Bath Rooms
• V'
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined nub modern sarharv
fi riff= helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. "Alboodnad" Pure,-
Enameled plumbing fixturee, m J -
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary
have a beauty all their own. •
If you intend making bath room 'ss.
provements, let us show you samples ot
this fiunous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. NANNAN.
Beth Phones sr 133 St. 4th.
CUMBILRLAND TILLEPHNNE db• TIELLGRAPH CO.
INCORPORATED
Has issued statement of its basin esa for month of Decem
ber and the
increase in the number of its subscribers is shown as foll
ows:
Number subscriber* December r. 11106 ....... . 
i63.,162
Number added during month  
643:
Number discontinued . . ..... 
 
3,803
Net increase l• • • • • • • go 
T .828
Total number of subscribers January r, 1907 
165.1o)
 
Vilmoom
Expected 5c) Testify in the Senator's
Behalf Sunday.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 7.—The Texas
legisiatitre committee selected to ex-
amitie the charges against Senator
Bailey, today refused to admit to the
record the' charges that Representa-
tive Cocke desired preferred against
Senator Bailey regarding the alleged
newly discovered financial deals of
Day-id R. Francis of St. Louis, saying
;hat they would expect him here Sun-
day. This telegram was sent at the
instance of Senator Bailey when he
learned Francis -.vas to leave shortly
for Panama.
COMPLETED BID
FILED BY OLIVER
Hands It In at Offices of Isthmian
Canal Commission.
Washington. Feb. 7.—', J. Oliver,
on behalf of the Panama Construc-
tion company, filed his completed bid
at the offices of the Iothiniair Canal
!commission yesterday.This n-as the last day of grace
allowed by the president since the
conference was held at the White
House between Mr. Oliver, she presi-
dent, Secretarf Taft and others on
January 27, and in ,the meantime Mr.
Oliverhast succeeded in enlisting the
services of a number of prominent
capitalists and contractors, and in
organising and incorporating a cor-
poratism to undertake the construe-
.
• 
i•
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL a:31'AT*. WESTERN KENTU
CKY FARMI EASE
ENNETNLY PAYMENT LOTS.FO
R INVESTMENT. VIVIERN
RINTOCICY REAL ESTATE JOUR
NAL AND PRICE :MT
PUB TO EVERYBODY. arm Fog IT.
MG • it W. WRITTICMOILIG. aftmieeist
A. Mg&
_ALIN 
tion of the canal if the conthet 
is
awarded to them.
It is not expected that any deeision
will be rendered today by the chief
executive, but that • Mr. Oliver's
amended proposition will be taken in
hand along with the other bide sub-
mitted a fortnight ago, and a careful
examination made to ;determine
whether or not any one of these bids
shall be tccepted, or whether the gov-
r •
ernment shall continue to dig the
canal under the management of Chief
Engineer Stevens.
Mans bears that hibernate dig into
a hillside to find a nest, but for a
mild winter they are likely to roll up
in some shallow excavation or a hob;
low tree.
Ai dead man is soon forpcdtem—,
tulles% he died inselvent.
• • , •
s
• congress and placed in the power Delphic Club Held Reception and Since the Day of Hi. Death She Has
Entered at the PoseoiRee of Padu- of the executive, thus nullifying the Open Meeting Last Evening- Been Coafined in a Serious
cash, Ky., as second-class snail matter constitutional provision in that re- News of Social Affairs. Condition at Chicago.
sped. Other innovations in the mat-
ter of negotiating treaties have been
2.50 attempted, but, thanks to the cons.er-
 
 1.25 ‘ation of the senate, they have ,qot „. .Mrs. Roy 
W. Merriney, president Paducah friends wi!I regret to learn
zo lwen pot in effect. the Daughters of-the Confedetecy . isf the seriotte ilIncse of Mrs. G. Jack- .
I that Grammar widow of the celebrated
41.416.4.4 ....4.14111444.414.1.444 4.44144.4.44...,r della
GRIEF CAUSES SPRIGHTLY BRIDEGROOM
CONFEDERACY WIDOW'S ILLNESS WENT CUPID ONE BETTER
N*
WHILE LUXURIATING IN AN EXUBERATING STATE OF BLISS
AS RESULT OF HIS MARRIAGE, MR. CLARK VidislE
YESTERDAY AFTERNOON LEAPED FROM FLYING PAMEN-
GER TRAIN SEVERAL MILES OUT OF PADUCAH, AND IS
NOW LAID UP NURSING HIS LEG, THE BONE EN' WHICH
CRACKED LIKE A WHIP WHEN HE STRUCK GROUND-
LEAPED OFF TO RECOVER HIS HAT WHICH BLKW
FROM HEAD WHILE STANDING ON COACH PLATFORM.
Ilappiness and misforttne seem
traveling hand in hand with Mr. Clark..
Wallace of the Elva section, as while
I It is -to be loped this van: t Kentucky, held meeting yester- 
in the midst of blissful anticipations
thoeght his ability' was of a higher
degree than ordinary, as he leaped
tom the train to get his hat, realiz-
:ng that if the train went on and did
• 
iiesy of the Kentucity divialon Of the New York Central railroad 4/11Cial
11 s f a joyful and happy wedded career, ,:loteitt stop lie or two 
ti 
4.447 lbh would not have to walk
L. D. C. apd. oily ,oautine matters who died at Chicago and was buried 
his mind picturing a little home with i
re his bride anuid get off. Wa -
were gone oSer bYtthi. 'ladies. - 'yesterday at Evansvilk, his former 
teeing wife and frolicsome children, oile
home. Mrs. Grammar has a nuntbec pretty trend of thought was lace reckoned, wiehoot resign in
'Those present were: Mrs. Warren. htbroiskeu at the same moment that he thinking he cola fttlitit frciiit itie flY-ef friends In Paducah where she of- .of Henderson: lqrs. John L. Wood-
bury, recording setfetarr, of Louis- ten eioted 
while her husband was broke his leg, which lie is now laying inv. train without hurting himself, as
vole.; M„. L. Mc K. F. Blatianar,., connected with the Paduceh-Evans-
of licipkinsville; who are house guests vale packets plying out of this city.
f Mts. McKinney. Others there were A dispatch yesterday front Chicagoo
Mrs. N. M. shaehlett, of Frown; Mrs. announced that immediately after the
Orath of her husband Mrs. GrammarW. .j Barnhill, of Madisonville; Mrs.
0.; T. Eldred, of Princeton; Mrs. %as so stricken with grief that shebeen unable since then to see!siancy McLaughlin, of Covington,' sla
even her closest friends, while herand Mrs. Eire Parker of Murray.'
cur.dition would not permit of her
caning to Evansville to attend the
"Railroad Social."
The pouug people he funeral. hence her 'husband's bodyof t lientukk)
...I.,. consigned to the grave nithoutavenue Presbyterian church wf/1
tertain with a"Radroad Social" this Ese presence.
The body teas bitied yesterday af-evening at the church on Sixth and
it'll$0011 at Evansville. and informa-
ambition does not lead us into em- kelattleiree
barrasement throueh the eonchieion I 
tion from there is to effect that the
of hampering or injudicious treaties. I Dehitik Club Reception. body sac followed by one o
f the !erg-
The treaty-making power. with the The Delphic club last evening 
sit cortege', within history of Evan.-
astent of the senate, might get us a large crowd of friends as its guest-. v't.e.
into most denlorable straits unless the in the library building on Ninth anal
rreatest vieilance is, exercised both Broadway, a reception being held and
in the execntive mansion and in the find musical and literary programme ENTERTAININGsenate chamber. - rendered, as follows:I. Welcome address, Mrs. Mildred L
Fowler Davis.•
New Plan to Save Child Labor.
- -
2. Wolin eseartette, t(e) IA Gk-
.\ St. Louis man has a unique plan 'ct-oda. (b) La Palma, Miss White'
f•eld and Bagise, Nfessrs. Grogan and
I sate Child labor. according to The
%ceder Magazine which ha, the fol. surrounding countr
y. when suddenly
I
3. The Moorish Invasion of Spain
' LARGE CROWDS HEARD LOUIS a eiret crf wind blew the hat off the
!ewing: !Mrs. Lonis M. Rieke. SPENCER DANIELS YEETER- eiooni',. bead, and it landed in the
:N. proposition to take all children ee Serenade front the Spanish Stte DAY AT SCHOOL. of Mrs. Ward's farm, which they
under 14 years of age from factories dent, with mandarin and guitar ac- wtre passing t the time.
.:711 other places of employment and cornpattimenr. Miss Julia Scott, and
APPEARANCES
--------o-
Lend them to school has been made Messrs. Edaurd and 'Robert Scott. 
The matrimonial venture just being
-Miller Locates Elsewhere.
I ouis. Mr. Nelson is to pay the chil-1 6. Spanish song. Senor Mame •sammemmgensemnsememse_eeess
o...emmeeete 
'lien half the amount they would re- feanchez-Marmoi
ceive for their work, and the elaha •
the other half. The clubs have set riming at Punch.l'v -friday afternoon *and
 last eve-
10 give their decision, ancL pendia, Iliee Flossie Like of South Siete mng large crowds 
were at the Wash-
it, Mr. Nelson has undertaken to do street entertained Wednesday even- ington buildin
g auditorium to hear
the awork himself. He has anvestigat- insowith a delikhtful flinch party that Louis Spenc
er. Daniels, the celebrated
ed for several weeks past every ap- afforded much amusement to those 
entertainer and reader of Lebanon,
plication to the truant officer foy present, a sisrited game being indulg-
Term. About 300 were out in the
permits for chddren under age to cah 'ol. while diving the evening dainty 
afternoon. at which time his fund oi
work in the factor-we, and has at the refreshments were partaken of. 
entertainment consisted of many &a-
present writing. found seven worthy Those there were MI.oes Nlityme 
feet stories. eet night he also recited
cases. Each %seek these children call Broyles, Lucy Gholson, Flossie Like. 
and told of "Stringtown On The
Pike." it was a tine gat
hering f
at Nelson's office and receive the Mary Gholson. Ruby Rudolph and 
o 
cultured and roresentative people. The
money they would have been paid for Messrs. Glenn Walters, Stahl Gholson
%voicing-an average of $3 a week. and Fred Bahr. 
money derived goes to the hign school
Then the children have been returned Mr. Daniels today goes to Murree
to their schools. In less than one- Missionary Tea. 
i library tund.
whcrc hc appears this/evening for
third of the cases investigated by Mr. This afternoon the Grace church another entertainment.
Nelson did he find the people to be Oldies will give a Missionary Tea at,
aetually in need of the children's scr- tOe pariah house, with Mn- Alexander
ices. 
County
% 
aoperiateuderats.
Kirkland as hostess, while the follow- Superintendent W. D. Dods of the
mg programme will be rendered: Graves county public seboots, Super-
Sketch of 'Chinese Gordon"-Mies i
The St Louis Republic hands this .rertie Nash. 
ineendent Charles Ferguson of the
trice and juicy lemon to the lobbyist: 
!Livingston county schools, Superin-
Sketch of 'Bishop Ingie"-Miss tendent Mark Stevenson of the ,Bal-
not made. His essential characteris- • Sketch of "Bishop Roots--Miss
'The successful lobbyist is born, Minme Ratcliffe. hardn arrived
rInerenerddaenyt
-county
1 tic is a native, inherent diabolism that Nellie Kirkland. • I Samuel Billington of the McCracken
can not be acquired lie is Mephis- I Sk-etch of "FrogrriA of The King- ' county schools regarding the Edu,ca-
topheles incarnate. Ilis hloixl •uns drim"-Mrs: Georgge Thompson I tional Improvement League to be
cold and his heart never beats quick.maintained in every county in the
Appealing to the sybarite in others, Editing the Consular Reports. Fast congressional district. They
be is himself an ascetic. lie plies the. • (Atlantic Monthlyj outlined many of the details Wht('
ens of the pander, but it is not stirred In the Bureau of Trade Relations will be completed at anotherosessee.
waft the hot of the libertine. Pro- the consular reports arc carefully ti' be conducted.
riding for His i ictims every pleasure read, ant, when necessary, so revised
of the sense, he shares in none. His As to eliminate everything unsuitable Locates Elsewhere.
enjoyments are all of the mind and for publication 'from the standpoiet Profesnor George F. Miller, assist-
The County Supertntendsials Talked ‘tarted in on. naturally made Wal•
by N. 0. Nelson, a millionaire mann- 5. Reading from "The Spanish About Educational Improvements r feel tpraghtly. and he doubtless
feeturer, to'the women's clubs of St. Gypsy," Miss Anna Webb
ettie trdaty-making power of die gok- i' nce of Syracuse, Neb. He is the
esrnment can do what is forbidden to ' fatter of. fifteen living children.
the lawmaking power of the. govern- IX ..
-/- meet 4) do. Congress can not hater- ' .domestie ;quire *n Ohio woman has found a new''". ee fere with the purely .
of: the several states, but the presi- ioe for Bei paper. She used iteto get 'requested to be preeefit tonight
. dent and the senate can frame a treaty •d f aras' • • r day) it the new hall, Veiser b
inder 'whose terms it might IICCOTtle 
J C on. c itis no. for rank work. .
- oecesinry for the federal governehent R. I- PALMER,
s eloc•lhat very thing. It is thus Nothing pleases a little -man more Chancellor Commander.
kill how i. fential if is that flre than an opportnnity to act big. A S. B.AIRX.SD'ALE,•K. A.-
way, be the duty of the president and..
the senate to see that this laudable
•
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JUL RthISftR treaty-making power of the govern- 
DAucHTEas or
ment should be most carefully exer-a
cised.
al There has been strong tendency •
PUBLISHED BY THE during the last ten years to entend
the functions of the treaty-making
, REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. Per far beyond what was content-
(Incorporated.) plated in the conetitution. Trestice
have been proposed, but fortunately
At Register Building, 523 Broadway not consummated, giving the preii- :MRS. ROY W. M'KINNEY HAD ' MRS. G. JACK GRAMMAR COUltD
• 
dent power to impose a specified tax MEETING OF LADIES FROM NOT ATTEND HUSBAND'S ••
OVER STATE. FUNERAL.SIAMESE. WILHELM, President or to remit it, whieh would mean
IJOHIsr WILHELM, Treasurer practically that the raising of revenue
ROBERT'S. WILHELM. Secretar:, would be taken out of the hands of
One .Year  
Six Months  
Three,Months
One week'
Anyone-failing to receive this paper servation, not only. in the senate but
se should report the matter to on the part of the executive, may
Tfie titer Office at once. Tele- increase rather .than dimitiist, sin
ce
phone .Cumberituid 318. the current Japanese epieode sho
ws
what difficulties might lie precipitated
by an ill-advised or ambiguous phrase
in a treaty which. once accepted,
would be the supreme law of the
land That is always to be borne in0
mind-that a treaty is superior to all
laws or statutes, national or state.
Negotiators of treaties are naturally
enamored of their own creations. Our
City Jailer. secretaries of state have a very human
We ars authorized to announce the and proper desire to leave behind
jailer.= 'en to -the action of the treaty or a series of them which will
candida44 Joe A. Purchase for city them the record of negotiating a
democratic party.. serve as a diplomatic monument to
their skill and enerev. It must al
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
NVe are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Reed foe
city jaiR•r.'subject to the action of
the democratic party.
We are authorized to announce the
iandidacy of Sam L.'Beadles for city
iai'er, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
•
tl'e are authorized to announce the
candidacy of AL Ilyznarsh for city
jailer, subject to the action of the
detnoeratic party.
•er-e°
Railroad Commissioner.
We arc authorized t aunounce
George W. Landram. of Livingston
county. 24 a candidate for raikoad
cemmiseioner from the First Rad-
ioed dietrict of Kentucky; subject to
tie adieu of the democratic party.
City Treasurer.
NVe are authorized to announce the
sandidacy of William Kraus for city
toeasurer, subject to the action of the
democratic party.
--
Friday Morning, Febnrary & 406.
The Masonic Purchase.
The Masons of Paducah arc to be
cengratulated ()ter acquiring full con-
trol elf the Fraternity building, the
hand:emu:A .oftice building in the city
and et inch has always been a source
of oride to the people.
IA'hile the severing of partnership
relations with the Odd Fellows is to
be regretted, yet it is a fact that it
is beet for each order to pursue the
• even tenor of its way. The member-
•ithee• of each order is largely composed
of the tante men, and at least ni very
ligraid citizens, but joint ownership-
has its ills that materially affect a
Irmancial investment. As the matter
now .tande Paducah is ,more tha
likely to see the Odd Fclows erect
a creditable be/tiding for they have
means other than their late interest
in the Fraternity banding. 
.
The Masons have in late years been
'efficiently large in numbers and re-
sources to own a building Of theiri
' men, and the purchase or the entire
stock in the building company by the
means of insplring new zeal into its
'Masonic fraternity will add much to
'Paducah. codtdtfiC meta; ' affiliated
Inembek.
its already high. prestige and be the
Nfasone 'to its size, tban any city in
It is mot :generally known !Alit :lieu," His supreme article of faith it is filed in tom in the archives of tiott in another city.
has debased his fellow men. All the Not infrequently a report is of ascii* terday announced he would not apply
poetry in life for him is summed up character PO to make it inexPediena for re-election when the schools close
in the one. grand epio--"The Fall of to publish any poetiotioin which
bis revelrice in thoughts of how lie of the interests of the government. ant principal of the high schooi, yes-
of love to illustrate its efficiency."
is original sin, and his single labor lhe department
reference. All statements in the •re-of stale 
future
'
case pext June, as he goes to take a posie
i5-YEAR-OLD CHILD
WIFE ASKS DIVORCE.
'Kentti:ky. It . has . two .flourishing 
. 
,. 
warts calculated to cause
criticism in a foreign country, or to
lodges, a chapter 'and a Conimandery, The Grayson Tribune has recently Alice }Descend Accuses Husband ofbring about diplomatic represntations
and has. a state wide reputation for cieinged hands, and the new editor. F, on the part of another government Cruelty and' Abandonment
•Pecetknt work. 1, Rutlege, winds up his salutatory co to embarras the administration of 
Louisville. Feb. 7.-Alice L. Hies-
' 
tand, a fifteeneyear-old wife of six
as follows: :any executive branch of our own gov- weeka. eued yesterday for a divorce
"I have voted always
-that is.
lernmcnt are omitted from the tinder-
., 14rila oikititiVillidog.
. 
. 
,... ,
. 
f.re they'd let me-for the ticket commerce 
transmitted to the department of leging cruelty.
from Ferdinand R. If. Hiestand, al-
w.thout water, nnd in several editorial • 
erc and labor for  bl' '
iciethe 'Chicago, CheialliCle has thefie fli Icaticm' The plaintiff- sa
ys she married the
e _ eeempaigne told half as much truth 
1 Littler the head of matter that ob-
./lowly observations to make on 4ne 
defehdatit on Christmas clay, too6, and
rii-al twice as many lies as any other 
, jectionable because of its probabte cf- that on January 2o, Igoe, while he
sohject of pea& of treaty making: men in the Ninth. I am ju•i,t now 1 feet in a foreign community 
come
was ill, he choked her and shook his
in the anhich-cited and little-read treasurer of the Greenup county and 
.slighting allusions to any nationality tists in her face. After,that he flour-
-treaty with japan there is no clause Ninth district republican committees, ' 'r race;, adverse 
criticism, coca...int- ished a loaded reolver and threat-
' winch Concedes the rights of Japanese ond any money you may leave with 
.P;ied, of the political, social, Or rc- ened to 'fix het'," says the child wife,
in the United States 'to attend the time for subscription will be as safe 
lorieus fnstitittions; disparaging state- and displayed such ungovernable tem-
public !schools of the several states. If from Oklahoma 'and agents and Nc- 
trerts •in regard to the enforcement per that she is kept in terror.
, ethere tad been such a stipulation eada mining* companies as :f you'd 
of the laws.- charges of dishonest
. y It is also annonneed that shortly
ett kept it yourself." . 
teid inefficiency of, the officisls, etc. after the marriage the defendant an-
. ' 'however, it would be indefeasible.
• 'wince et treaty ie the stlpreme law of !ri short, anything that reflects on
. 
nounced that he had no fondness for
the land. The Japanese would have tile integrity and efficieniy cit the his wife and abandoned her.-.......--0...__ 
•
'to be admitted to the schools without There Is one man in the tios. who foreign administration, or diet might
:quest WOO , ' co:licides with Roosevelt's theory of 9end t
he sensibilities of the people crty she owns is an Edison phono-,
The wife alleges that the only prop
This, is a very important fact, •be- fh the country.,is. eliminated in the graph. which the defendant gave her
race ' suicide, eltepreeentaitvecause it involves the knowledree tit* -1;P .- state department, which is of course, during the month of January. She
the judge of the diplomatic proprie asks a restraining order to prevent
coke. her husband from taking it. She also
tee, asks alimony of $5 a week and the
- Attention, K. of P. restoration of' her maiden- name of
All the teams of the K. of e Alice L. Rupe.v
relb C. E. Jenninee has moved hi; Rea;
Estate and Insurance - office 'front
Fraternity Building across the street
to ,lower door of ,Trucheet Beild)ng.
No 524 w ay.
up nursing at hit residence several no sooner had he landed on the
talks Out from Elva. The accident ground than he. teas thrown fifty fc.ct
occurred yesterday as he was en route and the bone snapped in his richt
out of Paducah on a N., C.- & St. L.. kg between the ankle and WWII*
train, with the nbtriindiset ebry's 
his side 
eutreiitt-
him to conductor of what had haltPsnZttrit
The itcrearmng wife inforttfar"12r-..
eging in his ears. The bride was ane Latter ,toppecj,te414 6
formerly 'lifts. Connor. a up to where the• fli0jurectl fay, end
handsonw woman of that eection, who odour up, . eg000il. he was
prior to her first wedding was Miss placed a oach40141 caned
Fagin on to Benton where doctbri 'met him
Clark Wallace is the twenty-1w.,
year old son of Mr. )anic.. ‘Vallace,
the well known farmer of near Elva,
ten miles from this city on the N..
C. at St. I. •ailroati The bride is
a putuder young woman of that skin-
sty. and Vi*sdneeday both came to this
city where they procured the mar.
ii:ge license and had the ceremony
petiernic d yesterday. Happy in their
new fuund bliss, the jovial coup!:
took the accomodation train leaving
Pete yesterday afternoon at 5 o'clock
;or point' town the -N.. C .& St. I..
railroad. bound foe their home near
Elva. Several milts eut of Elva the
couple were standing out on the rear
platform of the train, viewing the
and administered attention. Ile was
then brought back to his borne.
Mr. \Valises *sob,* yenes felk)w,
well known is P21filrah.'..111111
-egret the uniorteffirog *miner oit
shich his wedding triteended- -• ,
VAS RIGHT TO STOP T•RUSIrS
Kentucky Court ofbetides
Against Harvester Company,
Frankfort. Ky., Feb. .-The,, Ken
•ucky court of appeals today suttaimed
the validity of the act of the 'general
essembly prohibiting the forniat:on
of trusts, combines and pools of in-
terests. The decision of the court
was announced in a case of the In-
ternatianal harvester Nfachine corn-
pant of America against ethe row-
aloaviealth on appeal from Trimble
county. In the lower covet the com-
pany was indicted on a charge of
tivaing prices to be charged by agent*
for harvesting machines. it was con-
victed ond a tine of $2,50ext entered.
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND
Blanket, Comfort,
Fur Sales
Wednesday,
Thurseay and
Friday
E. Guthrie 0116 Co.
322-324 Broadway •
ennellOnlink 11111111. 
Ma 
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock
Surplus
$100,000
$34.000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given ,
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON. Prest N. W. VAN CULLN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. 8ceo,
SCHOOL BOOKS
AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
We have every thing needed by the scholars for the second
term. On a number of items we can save you money.
Come early, you might not get what you need if yon wait
to long,
D. E. Wilson.E. Book QINMusic Man
At. Harbour's Department, Store
• 9 1 •
Ar
••4
a't.te
317 Broadway. - taclusive Ready-Go-Wear
• 
Fur Coat, would feel mighty good
and warm these cold days
Are selling them for about, balf
the regular price. and Awe
one, too. `1
RENKOPF INDIVIDUAL CASE
IS ABOUT .COMPROMISED
2d R. E. RICHMIOPF &OAPS TO T URN COVER TO 14.12C1EDit1;1111
ENERYTH040 HZ OWNS IN HMI !PRIMATE MAME WITH
•RECEPTION OF ThIPRSHINEKOM STREW ROME PLACE
AHD ITS IlotloRNIS1IRIO01.-A MAJORITY OF THUS CREDITORS
Asi• NUMMI AND ALSO AS TO TMt MAJORITY OF PER-
acertiAes O'F • CLAIMS. HAV E 70 C.01113271T UPC NIL TUE
.11IZOOTIATIONS CAN BE CO MPIXTED.
40111•11111...M.M.11
. ,
'Negoe eii.... to cem ortussethe E
4 ittillikopf personal lianicriptci pr.-eeedings have about beea completed
• avid will be finally adjusted. so SLIA
thought. by Saturday-. at which One
• a trustee mil:be stained to take chute
.cf the propirty, a everything ctiln-i
eases in the manner pratent equi!it•
ions indtcate. This is the stains •.;
affairs in the important limgation :.c-
startling tostatements from alithorita-
'live sources. and within the nett few
Osys it is believed thins wilt be fie
ally adjusted. FIGGEST TAX CHECK ON
M r Rcbkoprs incorporated i - . 1 RECORD PAID YESTEROANY
suss severs] months ago forced •nt I. - —
bankrugliNy and the bushe*ss or Gi.,'"Fitielity Trust Company Hands 0.Per
comp** ii now being wound op' in
abut tribneal, 'while iftsfy a dew weirki
age crectitors of Mr. Rehkopf iwli-
vii:ually, filed a petition before holes
taalter Evans I If Loinstille asking
that Mr. Rehkopf himself be throw o
as personal bankruptcy. Judge Ev-
ans ordered this and passed the en .e
II Referee Ilagby of the Paducah
ii.ch for the Reltholsi reeete haeh -a to be wound ap. Mr. Rehkopiappealed the order of indite Evans
tbrowiag the former into bankruptcy.
inn this (foes not stop Referee Badt
by fro*, proceeding to Miad irp tb:
personal ...-u*.f new
Two. week* ago parties on both
*Sits, The lawyer. represeoting M:
kehitOpf on nor side &nth the attor-
tier iteartienting the chtors in;
tile other, entered into -negotiations
;or n iimpromise of the matter. hut
-they esititi not *glee and daonPed the
ncatem,at that time, hut since then
talents/ions have bee* made and it
looks like something will be attained
' toward the desired end. i darnig the morning.e
Mr. Railing .has 'tread .to tarsi '
ever to thy ereditois every piece of
t private property erns with excep THA.w ts wIFE
lion of his eneg and _household
I 
ef ft ct it. w diftires 'th ittainl
signed op papers agreeing to this,‘
zany of the ere itors have already I • sw THE sTAND
elide the balance arc now being cor-
responded with. apd it is believed
they will acittlesce and let.the matter
be wound" up in thIs way. (Cuntioued from Paee One.)
Whcn a •saso.of thia kind is corn 
promi,d iie thee manlier if a lk „ taior- -..1.iow long did you see leisririty in ntinabter.Ilif the ereditrilee and "T don't know. He passed through
:those holding as much as fifty-one and went owere the balcony.' •
ner cent of 'flrelini' agree for the —
e .compromisi,ng /este% the 'remain- Many Women Appeared.
der of the clfiStf into the. agree- At the afternoon session .tef the
meat, hether Ihey seance* Nettle shis teurt yesterday women first appeared
. ..
W ay ribi..."'' • ' • ' '" in large nennebre. NV 44 was
Air dy a majority of Mir .Rche the time when the mot
1
. , wife
kopernipereonal creditors legee. con- will testify was fast ap Malin*. or
sentetto the's. 'end If 'lee efthera de- whether it seas because of Justice
.red 4o likewise by Saturday a meet- Fitzgerald's action in the morning in
nig wi.1 he befit by taoste heading ac- giving the women . in the room an
st ek li ing e
1count against, Mr , Rehkopf for pur- (-ppm:unity to withdraw before hear.
i'° seleetin a trustee tho take; "eestintony War& might well
elsargetir'ilig Ooperty thetUevill be cheek thelf eepsibilitles,", jt *insects-
sieeded . •eveer ehe creditor by Mr. e:lelt to sale eklut they vrere ihere - in
gehkopfand his wife. The truetees large numbers. in millineree..erapiog
ll theneseaLog All the property, eon- in an attempt, to catch light, refehe de-
e etre ii into cash, and di,ttribute the fenriant. So insistent were they chat
inenclamong the credi:Ots. . ft was necessary for several bailffe to
Mr ehoprs debts will amount to liter:late constardly among thene'to
$90, while it is not believed his keep them from rising in their seat,.
prope y Wilt liring 4064; than tyro Yesterday's proceedings in the. ,
tepon • e sale market. If these fig. trial were snatchy and sometihat un-
tt7C3 evail the creditors will get satisfaetoiy. •They gave little or no
ebort cents on the dollar. : .onportanity for the observer to de-
Th roperty Mr. Retpf owns in Otto-, jeit what the More imporantet
'his n c consisit-- of e't eegilitiyalkil tittlicAtisittir the aefense would say
huila. , grounds and some itechinee ii'erhjarnin Boman, formerly stitge
111 lechaatcsburg; the building, dticfcbccper at the Madison Square
grout4 and maebinee at the collar fee, thehtre, testified that Stanford' White
tory It Xentueky betvreen Third and luta called at the theatre ,ritie night
b oort. ; the. three three stern brick three rant algae tone F.velYn Nesaiit.
listiletngsAieS lo,Seettind botween and when he heard that she had wine
altea 
 inIt.
tlit
troadoeasi and ntlicky aiseotre, and away with Thaw. drew a eitoatiter ate'
restid Waafiiagtenteliidc hreaterted to find agelellettunessize
bonny placCe between Fotteth and Lebere daylight. The ifilifteatt111101.1*
tit. . ed drat this referred t4;
. 
Thaw:brit id
In a cornatroftWillis hitturi Mr,. _Hitler, that White /4 net lee.. 'Thee.
. 
hkoof save' his borne , 'Mace- and 11ZOIC .a
r"*"""*******tiFIVE LIQUOR LICENSES
* peRsaNIAL MENTION. • '
•
*********ememeoaammee
Mr. George Bernard, Jr., .of St.
Lorne, i* visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Bernard, Sr., of West
. THE ALDERMEN LAST HIGHT REFUSED DICK ROSEIMPHALBroadway.
AND BARNEY PADGETT WHO WERE GIVEN LICENSES BYMrs. C. L. Van Meter and daughter
THE COUNCIL-THE DRYFUSS & WEIL LICENSE CONTRO-
VERSY WILL BE THRESHED OUT IN COMMITTEE ROOM-
THE LIQUOR LICENSE* Q1TESTION IS NOW CLOSED UN-
TIL NEXT JULY, WHEN ALL PROPRIETORS HAVE TO GET
THE GRANT ENTITLING THEM TO RUN UNTIL LAST OF
THE YEAR.
the furnisheigs, eliile thtre j.easel
sassed the many thousands of dollars
expenses that will be ha-w-
ed up if the Utattcr is carried -
through the coons
The agreement is that after the
coeditors consent to the compromise
Rchkopf will sign the documents
to this effect and wines of them Ulf-
Judge Evans at Louistille so
obe latter can grant his dischatge in
bankruptcy.
to Tax Receiver lantoesost •
andd Snit Gam MOM
215.oco More.
4 •
•
Louisiille. Feb. A. New-
islet, Jr., representing the Fidelity
Trost Company, today gave Tax Re-
se vcr Shelley a cheek for $t 25,2e5 it
Noy taxes an real estate cpntrl-
ru the company, and in al days
r;11 bring in snotIver for
ing the Fidelity the biggest in te nal
payer taxes in lhe Cl). Tliie %Oink
:* the biggest tensile payment ever
raster in Louisville. and brings the
collections close to she milliost-dollar
mark. The collections today will MT
OVC: $140.000, while yeattrelitS'
40,41 was received, and on Tuesday
tifts J40.54.
Among the big poets today was
Louie. Seelbach, who gave his check
for, the Seelbach Realty company.
paying Smoot,. Walter Glover gave
his .ebeek for Sr,atto mu his taxes.
Ni' ether big payments were made
REJECTED ALTOGETHER
have returned front visiting at Circle-
ville, 0., for aeveral weeks.
Mrs. Nannie E. Cochran of Louie-
vile is visiting her son, Mr, W.' E.
Cochran, the shoe merchant.
Mrs. J. R. Porlear yesterday wept
to St. Louis to visit her sister, airs.
Wm. E. Purcell.
Messrs. RI B. Pugh, J. R. MeAlis-
tc r, I. D. Wills, E. S. McAlister, W.
P. Gardner and J. S. Perkins, of the
National Life and Accident Insur-
ance company's Paducah office, leave
teday to attend the compady's an-
noel banquet at Nashville, Tenn.
Mirs. C. F. McCann and daughter,
Miss Marlette Taylor of Cairo, went
home last night after visiting Mrs.
furry Sulver.
Mr. John Stroud, wife and children
of West Madison street, have gone
to New Mexico to live.
Mr. Charles Reed of The Palmer,
weat yesteeday to Frankfort, accoru-
panyiug little Miss Elizabeth Tandy.
daughter of Mr. Harry Tandy, who
has been visiting Mr. Reed's daughter,
Mrs. Emma Noble of West Broad-
way. •
Mr. Joseph Bishop and wife have
gone to Memphis.
Miss Mary Emma Bolds has gone
to Uuiontown, Ky., to visit
...•••=4.111•1.
EXPERIMENTS WITH
.. After the aldermen finished revul-
viteg the "liquor liceuse mill" during
their nientiug last. eveninn at the city
ball, the.. nutput ..ehoweet that they
failed -to 'grind alit' - teteral lieeuses
that elreie granted last 'Monday ...night
by, the council, hence these' parties
cannot open the grogshops because ,
aldermanic aefion is final, 'the_
members thereof having last say in
the matter. Those rejected were Dick
Rosenthal and Barney Padgett, who
wanted to open new saloons at Thir-
teenth and Clay streets, one on the
corner opposite from the other. In
considering the application of Dry-
fuss & Weil for a license to sell in
quantities between one quart and feve
gallons, the aldermen referred this
matter back to the joint license com-
mittee, consisting of three aldermen
and three councilmen, so this sub-
bed), could thresh out the contro-
versy and report to the full boards
whether to grant or reject the appli-
cation. Dryfuss St Weil, who are
crarged with using very obscene. and
BALLOONS AND AIRSHIPS.. i! *gusting literature to advertise their
'Devil's Island Gin". All the other
Being Made By Oen. Allen, Chief Sig- lizenseir the aldermen granted.
nal Maw of the Army-
• 
, Monday night the council granted
Washington, Feb- 7.-eatsietly, butt every bquor license applied for ex-
with a determination to satisfy him' ;eept three, the latter being ams, of pee at its meeting whether to recom-
eed( thoroughly -on IL the. subject, Gen- H. Evans, Theodore Peters, andnead granting or rejection of the he-
teal Allen. chief 61111111 officer of the the Paducah Distilleries company..1 etCee, by the full boards.
for most extenfive experiments with 111
Re's Calvin M. Thompson of thekileht up was the application of J.
*DI Overstreet to open a saloon at
arroy. has been making preparations
oapost church appeared befoes4
balloons, airships and aeroplanes, *it'll the councel and opposed these three 900 North Eighth street. Rev. Thou*.
the view. to settling upon some sys- van were rejected and refused per- son urged that this license be refused
tern of aerial navigation for use. in ',session t 
n a saloon at Twelfth and iart year by• seffing liquor on
do business. Evans want. because Overstreet violated the law
operations of --the army, either in eel to o
•
1.81.111111111/1TULTIII.11.1111/11111.11artitnalt
S. I
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma—
Cream
times peace OT war
tom and gave this firma license, on
Mr. Sol Dryfuss claiming -a travel-
ing man -had the cards printed, but
thu4 were destroyed when Mr. Dry-4
furs learned of their existence. Last I
night the aldermen took up every
liquor license, it being the first time
they bed come before this body. All
were read in a bunch, and those
against which complaints were enter-
ed were laid aside to be passed on
separately. ,The protested ones were
Ilryfoss & Wed, J. D. Overstreet,
Barney Padgett, Dick Rosenthal and
G. W. aVhitillter. On the big bunch
being granted, there was then taken
up the one of pulite, & Weil, and
Key. Thompson informed the board
wanted to enter hie complaint
about the kind of aevertesing matter
ueed by this firm.. The aldermen
then ordered- the joint license com-
mittee to take this. license in hand,
hold a meeting, and let Mr. Dryfuss
conic before this ,tib-body and on-
lain his side of the controversy,
while Rev. Thouipson . will present
his witnesses and evidence and the
retter bc threshed out that way, as
it would take up too much time to
'hear the explanations on the floor
last night. The comnittee then can
 Sunday1 'i-rouble streets right across from the land his license had to be revoked by
Ishayor Yeiser. Since the revocation
Pe
Teitnble street Methodist church*, and
TEN MILLION DOLLARS Rev. G. W Banks, pastor of that ea
WORTH OF AUTOS SOLD. gregation, and Dr. Thompson opposs
Chicago, Feb. 7.-Ten million dol-
hars worth of automobiles, it is said,
have been sold at the' automobile
,ilow since it opened at the Coliseum.
'Inns the estimate of the manage-
tent. All the ninehines sold are for
future delivery. Many of the most
cerensive ears in The show have been
sold, Two of them are to be sent
tc; Japan, one to Peru and another
to the Argentine Republic.
It was stated, last night that sales
of . sutomobilee ler the day totaled,
z.000,oce.
Yesterday's attenelauce at the 
show1111.1 by far the largest since the ex-
'coon tion began. 'The crowd com-
menced to arrive before to a. m.
Thare was a steady, streasn pf visitors
entil -near the closing hour at night.
Three ticket officer, were almost
swantped by the onto These offices
were in the Colieetim, the Annex and
.Nrinory in Michigan lye,,-','
RING WINS HER Seonoo
AS DAUGHTER OF MINER.,
Rapid City, S. D., Feb. 7.-From
Father,- engraved isteide a ring made
•ef sevethl varieties of Black Hill ;
gold, has been worth $40-0e0 to Mrs.'
Belle •TIollis of Ellsworth, Me.., who:
bus just established her claim to that
ViAlleh Cash from the estate of Jerry
Kong. ebb was known as. a bachelor.
About a year before his death he gave
tc Corrine Ray, whom he called his
meet. Ste.000 in certificates of deposit
an the Pennington County bank. Mrs.
Hollis demanded the balance of the
restate. She proved that Xing had
eiven her a ring.
MILLED TIER HUSBAND
WITH FLY PAPER.
Akron, 0., Fele. 7-The alleged con-
cession of Mil. Pearl Jones that she
murdered her former husband. Her-
man Shvigart. a farmer, by placing fly
paper in his coffee, was investigated
by the grand jney today Swigert
died seven years ago and his death
nyder mysteriousuCircutnstancas after
a week's illness reetdted in a post-
-mortem. Arsenic was found in hls
Ftomach. Swigart's mother says Mrs.
Swigart, now Mrsejonese became a
convert at the Gift of Tongues re-
verel services last month and roc-wil-
ed her secret
ed the saloon on the ground it would
teserstreet has not run a grogshop.
Hon Hal S.• Corbett addressed the
aldermen on behalf of Overstreet,
be too close to the house of woe. peeing that the license be granted,
end this was done by all the votes.sup. 'I heodlore Phters wanted to
tr./1*Ft( d 
epee at 1040 Btoadway, wherein he recept Member 'Stewart, who opposed
a saloon until last July it All *haldermen i were - ill. present ex-
when R. Thompson got the boards! c' 
pt 
Il
an 
! 
'to tali, away the license, because 1 
b
:the council Monday night granted
thousands of chool children and la rrrrcet's license, and after thes'- o
eiiee had to pass that piece every tree.ti :re several councilmenczy nciigmrean tedrem(alr‘k.erd
day arid stand the taunting and 
in- 
144t
.
ottsux Ternaries hurled teem by half , street- the license was because they
dtunken •TAtingers. ' had been told the police had it in for
C)rICTOefittgretta 
and
llaieltlosTunIthnlere
Peters the first of this year put n 
e on 
ogon tstun.he
hi.. app:ication to the new incoming
day so as to get evidence for con-beards, asking to be green 3 license
te open at that place. Before the Section of the saloonkeeper.
getageal bodies could pass on the ap• The councilmen said they had been
me retied the reason the °the-91.s didpacation. Peters commenced selling
liquor ntryhow. and was only last ti m. was because Overstreet refused
to glve the police free whiskey to'Meeday fined Sso in the police corm
fir selling vithont a license. Mom dr:nk.
des .niget he had the nerve to ac- . Mauer Yeieer and Chief Collins
tepllly pet in hi: request for a license, -after the Monday council meeting, an-
despite the fact that he had beet nonneed that they intended having
fined that day. Rev. Thompson called the officers and witnesses before the
the couscilmen's attention to this fine aldermen last night to refute this
-reel violation of the late, and Peters'
aeptication find icense was rejected.
Oscar Denker had in a regeest
Monday eight for a-lioense to open
a now place at toee Broadway. but
Ise Withdrew the application and de-
cided not to apply. Rev. Thompson
'.v-at.present to oppose him before the
i council because the shildren and la-
the% would have to run the gauntlet
before his door,. the same es before
prier's' if the latter was allowed to
open.
The distelleries company's desire
1
for a quart liquor license was rejected
Monday by the council became the
officials did not admire a cermia ktd,
I of advertising literature used by the
concern.
l Inasmuch as they were not granted
I i' the council there was no need of
allegation, but when the Overstreet
licenee wail brought up last night
the officers or Mayor had nothing to
sag about the matter, and Overstreet
was given the license.
The next license up last night
was that of Barney Padgett to open
OM place at Thirteenth and Gay.
lost year the officials had to take the
J•ecnses away and close all the sa-
loons on that corner, three in number,
bee. anse dissolute women were allow-
ed to frequent the places. Padgett's
was one (hoe, ,f, and last
night ,Rev. Th ietp ind others
aelceel the ellberneii eefuse Pad-
gett. foe.feet the sect on of the city
would be brought in disrepute again.
Padgett was rejected by all votes
except Members Baker and Smith,
who balloted to give him a license,
beingipir them before_ the aldermen Dick Rosenthal's application for a
last 'night, because even if the latter license to open on the cern-r op-
grunted them the license vecitild be posite from Padgett was then taken
Co good, as the council and elder- tip. Rev. Thompson and the others
mettle boards have to both 'agree .to protested, not against Rosenthal, who
a license before it is effective. has, the respect of them, but for fear
Last month the council refused the If -a saloon is opened out there the
quart liquor license of Dryfuss & dineputable females would again in-
Weil on bang shown a picture of fest the place. • Rosenthal was then
a naked man, the card being refused by all votes except Smith
used to advertise "Devil's Island and Baker, who u-ailed to let him
Gin" which js manufactured bee this open.
hen, but last Monday night.the COttil- G. V. Whirtaker'e license to tun a
cilmen reronsidered their former ac- saloon in the I. Ci hotel across from
c
Prevents and Cures Chap- c
ped Rough Skin. Makes t
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
lakes caused by the cold
winds.
DEUGHTFUL TO USE
AFTER. SHAVING
For Sale only at,
BACON'S
DRUG STORt L
.0,•-•••••••••
91.TITIrtftftrill.n.n.artnn11.TITUltlitilfla 1.91 -49410i
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POPULAR WANTS.
4.
• • • • • • • • • 41, • • ir
VOR RENT-Elegant steam. At -
eel office. Rare chance toeget centeal
location. Address "11," ' care The
Register. .1e.4.,
FOR RENT- Nicely .-41f
front rooms, northeast corner tat4
and Jefferson. •
FOR SALE-A lot of ahelving ;Ink
counters at a sacrifice. coats ,
0. A. Tate, grocer, corner Ed* and'
Jefferson streets.
FURNISHED ROOMS with,. UNA
chase board. 533 Madison St., co r 6th .
WANTED-White woman to iodic
after children and assist in generel
house kcping-good wages. Refeiene •
required. Old 'Phone 867.
FOR SALE-Drug store, stock and
show eases at a bargain. Apply et
the Reg:sten
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
itig garments go to Solomon the Tel:-
or, t13 South-Third St. Two 'phone..
FOR RENT-New brick lulus •
:311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms and
very desirable place, by month or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity building.
FOR RENT-Elegant flats, See
enth and Broadway. Apply te B.
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY-
kble-bodied unmarried men between
ages Of 21 and 35; citizens of Unite f
States, of good character and tern-
'trate habits, who can speak, read
Ind write English For information
ipply to Recruiting Officer. NeXT'
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine. Systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
iob. Terms reaeonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., ti8 Fra
ternity building.
the depot isae taken up. Mr. Steen
peeeented a petition from people out
that a refusal of the ap-
plicata , "*Iiittaker uas given a
license e- all votes.
• e., ; end asso-iates feel
gre.nied et the eeud work they ac-
eemplished in getting refused licenses
tc places objected to, as all they op
Noeed were rejected licenses, wit*ex-
I•eeption of Overstreet. The Dryfuse
& Weil matter is yet to be settled, and
the divine hopes to have this rejected
;rico. •
The liquor license question. which
is a burning one, is now settled until
the first of next July, when all the
etants now made expire and the pre-
mietors have to apply for new lic-
enses to run them from July until the
last of the year. If by July any pro-
prietors run bad or objectionable-
places, the general council. has am op-
portunity to reject their licenses.
Filipino laborers are leaving Manile
for Hawaii in parties of from 50 to
TOO. These men and their families go
to Hawaii as contract laborers on
stigar plantations. Extension of sugar
raising in the Philippines cannot be
carriedon while the door of the great
Ametiean rarket is practically shut
against the Philipppine products.
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
GENUINE
fRADEWATER
PHONE 254
COAL REAL sPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office ttnd Elevator 2nd & Ohio
t • .•
,
•
••••••
•
People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say the is a great differe
nce,
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store pe
r-
fumes. We know. how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into OUT possession.
J. N. Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button boles, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone spa
P
A. S DABNEY
-DENTIST-
Truehart Building
TEL. sir R
NOTICE
HiEhest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
)Vlystt ries of the Deavens 13i ing
CLeard; Sun's Rays
Controlled
Cryptograms in Stars Will Solve
Problems.
Cannes, France, Feb. 7.-Charle
s
Clark, the English photographer, 
who
has made a specialty ,of getting 
pic-
tures of the stars, declares that th
ere
are cryptograms in the constell
ations
which, if worked out, will be found to
contain all the wisdom of the univer
se
Clark says he has made his disco
v-
ery in making photographs of Per
eus
and Ursa Major. The peculiar rela-
tion of the stars to each other caused
I hint to s
tudy the matter deeply, and,
after two years' work, he has suc-
ceeded in deciphering several sen-
tences, which seem to prove that Mar
s
is inhabited.
Of course, it is neccessary, he sass,
to find the key, and with this object
in view he is arranging his plates ac-
cording to a sIstem.
He is convinced that, once the key
is discovered, it will be easy to solve
the my•teries of the world-who hit
Billy Patterson. who really wrote
Shakespeare's work, who Philadel-
phia's next mayor %sill be and how to
i'uy furniture by the cubic foot.
WIRELESS MESSAGES
FROM. WARS.
Rome, Feb. 7.-A correspondent in-
terviewed the Princess d'Antuni as to
her conviction that all the planets arc
inhabited. The titled spiritualist said
She had been in communication on
stvers1 occasions with spirits who
affirmed that. ethile spiritualism *ere
was a psstime. the inhabitants of the
other planets considered is a science
which benefited humanity and less-
ened considerably site burden of life.
For this reason, said the prine:ess, civ-
ilization and progress in science and
arts on the other planets are superior
to ours. As an instance the spirits
affirm:al that our best music sounds
like a baby's wail compared to that
of othsr planets.
The inhabitants of the more sd-
1 s4auced plan
ets, continued the prin-
cess, have gradually succeeded in coin
menicating wi•th one another, and
thus the special advantage of each arc
shared by all. The latest planet ado
municated with was Mars, and hence
it is now the turn of Mars to 'cont-
mimic-ate yeah u‘. Princess trAntuni
cannot say how this will be brought
about. but she is couyinced that it is
bound to happen. She has lately
heard that the wirekss station, per
sistenly receive recurring and inex-
plicable signals which she thistlus came
from Mars. Hence she is mow striv-
ing to persuade Marconi to undertake
experimeuts which she believes ars-
bound to succeed and will startle the
world more 01311 did the discovery of
ss
STOVES AND FURNITURE'  
wireletelegraphy. 
It was noticed during the interview
that :he Princess d'Antuni PAS fell- commonly held 
that there is not
on distant planet•. Of n
urse it is
cent lnal appeared to know more than.
she divulged, but she explained that
as nothing definite had yet been done
as to .he experiment.• she feared to
disclose further particulars, for it
vault! no contribute to the snccess
of the undertaking but would be apt
to east ridicule upon it.
Gets. Electric Power From the Sun's'
Rays,
1 Bogota. Feb. 7.--Prof. Pedro San-
- —
&val.' the eminent scientist, believes
he has succeeded On transforming the
rays of the sue into electrical power,
an object which has been sought for
fifty years.
Prof. Sandoval refuses to g0 into
details as to how he converts this en-
ergy, but admits that the rays are
passed through plates of various den-
sity.
White it is possible that the electri-
cal current thus produce(' may be
used commercially, the chances Iry
not bright, since the scientist Says
the amount of current produced, is
small in proportion to the amount of
rays utilized.
Still there is a possibility of farther
concentrating the rays, in which case
sufficient power could be obtained
from the machines to put the light
trust ou: of business.
For instance, in the near future r
man may be able to set up a machine
on his roof and collect in a storage
battery enough current during the clay
to light his' house, run the sewing m
a
chine and cook his fooat
If it were an especially stunt). day
he might gather enough electricity to
heat 'his home, and this would make
him independent of the coal trust
Buy anything and sell everything
ate-srao Court Street. rams
1.2r11A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
P ADIJCAII CENTRAL
!NCOORA
306 Bony- Day and Night
....atsuogue School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pub*
et company-the cheapest and loss
excursion oct of Paducah.
For the RoundTrip to38.00 Tennessee river & rotor'
Al t
It is a trip of pleasure, comfoc
end rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave ead
i
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jail
Koger, superintendent; Frank .L
Brown, agent
.1••••••••1
0. D. Schmidt"
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red.
PADUCAH.
.4, W. ••••''
MY LADY OF THE SOUTH.
arc •
enough air about the moon to 
,sustain
honian life. hat Swedenborg 
disputed
this. fie ai4 the quantity 
of air was
small foto snIficient.'• •
DOCTOR CUPID'S PATIENTS.
I
' 'Twat. Dr. Cupid's busy sla).
And rations-by the score.
, With every ill that lovers linow
.
, - 
Came crowding to his door.
1;t sic iii her dainty parasol she N% alk. -My heart is fell" on
e maiden sighed.
:t1:illg a sunny way; • "So many swains are 
there.
Around her feet soft petals fall. she And wh
ich ts, seep, which cast away.
hears the songbird's renrdelay: ' Has brought me to 
dispair."
Tit fluffy. gauzy garments Tightly ..
She passes wHere tbe sunbeams Joe m-Irried Miss 
Paula MA)naver.
birghtly And. although she 
was thin anal
Silt through the arching canopy that : passe,
blossom-laden boughs have made „,she r
eally had lots in her favor-
And while I long for Aprit ale se-
renely-loiters in the lshale.
. 
. 
.
Beneath a southern . sunny sky 'h
ie
hum a tender song. mayhan. .
Or folds her hands and lets them lie
"About cif& city lots oli Breadna
s
.•
The 'mourners' of the sittiplified
The while their grief they 40.
:Assure its that it's laid aside s'
For just a simple spell. •
ebutendedly within liec kin;
While I must keep the gas-log blaz• The Owner
. "Why are ..you arrest
ing. ing 1133"
She sits besidc the seashore. gazing
 , file Country ConaLable: "Well, 
I
At graceful 'sails far off and white. or
 need 'fif money. T'm trying ter 
git
plucks the luscious orange, where' enough from 
fees ter bny an autorno-
They gladly yreld to her the right 
to1. line myself!'
help herself. since she is fair.
Del "I played my :first game of
Far in the sunny southland. cla
d aa, golf thisafternoon.';.,,
dainty, gauzy, fluffy tintless 7. Shr "And 
what *Aitt you go round
Perhaps each morning- finds her seladi in?"
perhaps each day new pleasure 
He ,
brings; . ers."
' 'And there tny• heart is with 
her.
straying.
Where petals round her (cet
playing.
While here, blue-nosed, the ri.st of
me is kept to bear the winter's ills
And cone with grim necessity; 
I'm
and must pay the bills.
-S. E. Kilter.
•
TAKE PLACES ON
THE COMMITTEES
THE NW SCHOOL TRUnEES
ELECTED TUESDAY NIGHT
ASSUME DUTIES.
Mr. Kelly Takes Place Formerly Oes
(vied Sy Walston and Mr.
Brame That By Watson.
Trustees C. G. Kelly apt' Henry
Brame, of the school board take the
places occupied on the board commit-
tees by 'the old members they suc-
ceeded. Mr. Kelly was Tuesday night
at the board meeting elected to till
'the vacancy created in the Fourth
ward by U. S. Walston resigning,
1 t
herefore he takes position with the
following committees on which Wal-
ston sat: Committee on boundaries,
committee on grievances, while he be-
comes chairman of the committee on
sanitation.
Trustee Brame was elected to take
the scat from the Sixth ward, made
vacant by Dow Watsou, who was
elected last November by the people
to enter the body the first of this
year. Wlitson was chairman of the
committee on boundaries and member
of the committee on buildings, and
also committee on sanitation. Trus-
tee Brame now takes these positions.
Mr. Watson- refused to qualify and
serve.
Messrs. Kelly and Brame are both
good me-n find it is believed will make
• xceffent trustees, as both arc hard
workers anti deeply interested in edu-
cation:
KENTUCKY AND TEN_
NESBEE INDUSTRIES.
Chattanooga. Tenn , Feb. 7.-The
Tradesman reports the following in-
dqstries for Kentuckv and Teunessees
' KessIncky.
Cda‘lrow -Si 3.080 hardware com-
pany.
Floating Green-tos,000 lead and
zinc company; $50,000 N% ire box fac-
t tory.
Clinton-Amusement company.
. Harrodsburg - $15.000 statehouse
anpany.
McHenry--Asnasement company
W inchester - $7 s.ouo starchouse
company.
Ashland-S;(1.010o land company
Versolles---47.000 corn-
pan).
Tennessee.
Wat erly-$to.ouo land company.
Curtningbasp-40.0ou
tiny
Columbia -4sooloo phosphate ccnn-
pany
Memphis-65.cm' supply. etanpauy.
lidettingion--Caiming factory,
Adams- bleetne light plant. •
Atwood--$4.5oo canning factory
Tullwhoma- -liarne•• anal %Addle Branch Office in Paducah
• - •factor::
HAD REACHET) AGE OF :di
- 
-
Jackson Hines. Colored Centenarian,
was Oldest Resident of Louisville. f
Louisville, Ft-b. 7. -Jackson Hines.
colored, said to be roe years of age
and the oldest resident of Louisville,
died at the 'home of his daughter,
Bell Wimp, at isio West Kentucky
street. He was in possession of all
iasulties until his last Mimes. dat-
ing' back several months.
Hines lived near Brandenburg and
np Olt the close of the Civil war be-
longed to the Arlie Richardson estate.
All Ais hie lie had lived near Brand-
riburg, art! last Christmas he came
to Louisville to visit his daughter
Belt Wino). of 1510 West Kentucky
street, at whose Lome he died. Ile
was consciotss almnse up till the time
of death.
I Seoator Beveridge says he is gra
ils
tic, "wake the ecluses"."-Atlanta Con-
qitution. s,
MARCONI TOO BUSY.
I Will Pay No Attention to Princess'
Fanciful Ideas.
• London. Feb. 7..-Marconi Is in
England. but his precise whereabouts
:have not been divulged. Cuthbert
Hall. managing director of tht Mar-
. coin combpany and the inteu
tor's
most intimate frilled in lanidos, 
said
to correspondent:
"Marconi is too busy to discv•• time
fanciful ideas of Princess d'Antuni.
If he were tb give tire minutes to
 the
topic iie would be represented as 
at-
taching practical and immediate 
ins
portanse to it end inviting ridicul
e.
Dotobtless like many of the rest of 
Us
bc is in:crested in spiritualism, bu
t he
retognire- that for the present it
 lies
entirely beyond the range ot science.
As to the Princess d'Amuili's sue
-
. 
oration That an attempt he made 
to
' communicate with Mars. or the
 sm,
, posed inhabitants of other 
planets.
suspect that Marconi would•regar
d it
as nonsense We have ou
r hands
; quite full in a mach le-s 
ambitiov,
, and visionary sphere."
Jainss Spier.. recretar) of 
the
Swedsithorg Society of Great Brit
ain.
• shtiwn the Rome telegratn 
about the
Princese d'antemi's pride,stel c
om-
munication aith the spirits of 
other
planets. Ile sad
"The 'dainty. of the princess 
temind
One Of the those of S
wedenborg who
, professed to enjoy acquaintance 
no*
only with the spirits of p
ersons who
Lived on this earth but with 
the coal.,
of thnse who lived on thi moo
n aryl
(innocently): "Knickerhock
This is the faith that is in it:
- 
Jay ain't a-funnin' away;
Wo:ld wuzn't made in a minute
Ali' trouble ain't comin' to stay!
"I-16w did the booldskecper manage
to break into the safe?" "Ite was
so used to Making entries" -Harvard
Lampoon.
•
1%That does CherniFt Wiley exneet "Jones has given tin Scotch and
us to eat, anyhow?---Pittshing airinks rye instead." "What for?" "He
patch. i said he could stinel.snakes, but not
, plaid ones."-Harper's Weekly.
r-s -inviting" or "tv-ini!" Pres-
ident R.)osevelt.- New York Cont-
KENTUCKA 
Look out for things:that won't hear
merciai, looking into. -
1
THE NEW ANO ENLARGED ELITION OF
WEBSTER'S NITERNATIONALI
• DICTIONARY •
Excels in Yocarry. it 1.41hr most 1e4'..
I,'.fill  sizn rup1 swots, j•Nntioirkly pc-
IcCtCol 'to eyelet* eorruptions it•••1
. anal o! Irwin untmellictlso tveh-
tn.=
. execute arranse• cases wor;I -
rim 11. mi...441%4.i t...;,oreeet ejiduktel..
Litt put-e Just roarfilyrateat.t bribe eye.
leech ta Stymeitc,giss. These ate cola-
pule ard 11,•Nnit ittnl embody the Le-,
cesantasotprittooe... Tkc; argwAllnrielped
croireol intn obscure Wave&
EteCa4 ftestobeistlitn which is snot-
rate clime( 1:111% .113m,r„thutik.,.
sor.e..e.1 lel 1.1- • O•ied la the alulwx4bOok..
Coo rf inunitt tbe
nublie sews .
b Definitions vtlia-) sin akar.
lessen rtt ?$nantak.o.. Ilan atm *keit :o tO
Miler ul wok+ the W(Ie) hp or•NArtia
or meaning. Many art *41n
ormiguirmts muptratpd.
'1111asiata as AppMdix which is a peeked
. of uenfol km,wirftire.
as a Worsting Dictionary. Zio
enter hex* embodies; so much lootill
formation. or Is •0 1;h1;speteieto, iii .11*
home, study, School. or o
ffico.
The International has 2380 quilt-
to pages with 5000 illustrations.,
25,000 new words have, recent
been added and the thizetteer oZ
the World, and Biographical. -
tionary have been compiletely re-
vised under the supervision of W-
T. Harris, Ph.D., LL.D., Ti,, St,
Govuttissioner of Litseatian
pin - "A Test tnroun ss cantesia ta-
stru.!tive arta enter% 1tur
tee ate wbtlagt 4,0%0
illustrated
G. & (ZI•MERIII011,
Me- 10/411111$,
megmaPise.0, tam.
REGISTER OFFICE
"IT IS THE LITTLE 1 MINOS
MAKE TIIE BIG TI !NOS"
Me Petals, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make tle DIl
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT nt OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND BEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A. BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
-
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL IrELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONB AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITIt
ONE DOLLAR . WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
•
.0 ,
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S 
SAVINGS BANK
MO Broadway
•
Paducah Transfer Company
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
S
 
fi
UPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FIEIGHT,
UR AND HOUSEHOLD GOODE
OFFICE aircoND AND MO1 ROIL BOTH PHONE&
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPTI.,
--r--
INSURE WITIE-
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Oalc• 106 Broadway '7 Istipass:Otlice 38.5-1tasigkoca 1690
Caron Directory Company
OtToWsWik: Kentucky
a
For taw Camossiestis of our pat roms and the citizens of PRAM* IPS
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below In the goers
ing Register officer at ss3 Broaden y, where the public is invited to ail
wise desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13.000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXT/14 OP THE POPULATION OF
STATES.
List of Dimalories on File
ALLEN/11/NY CTIT, PA
ATI AVM OA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, KAI&
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
SECKIELYN, N. Y.
SIFIVALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
CINCINNATI. 0.
CHICAGO, rix.
CLEVELAIDD, 0.
COLUMBUS. 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO,,
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DULUTH, MINN.
FAIRBLELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND,
JESISRSONVLLLE, IND.
X*111.
11:110111RIIILLE. TIME
Los Atunmss, CAL.
Lourevrza.E. KY.
IIIIIIIIILBATTAN. NI. Y.
MANCHESTER. 1Sk.
COP/1331 OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR 19•6-4•7 elk
THE UNITED
.4
6
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS. TENN,
MILWAUKEE. WM
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, C0101,
NEWARK, N.J.
NEW ALBANY, IND,
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
'NEW ORLEANS, LAk
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA. Pit.
RICHMOND IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.
SAN FRANCISCO,. CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD, CONN,
SUPERIOR CITY, MINIL
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY. CONN.
YONKERS, It Y. '
44astaddlessALk:
,— PRICE $4.00 4b'
7111F11
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OM. p ie • •
CARON DIRJECTORY COMPANY
Register Office4523.Breed1ay
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0 c large by darting in and out. 
here and
Illtert, eluding the officers, who are
looking for him. Ile escaped Wed-
nesday afternoon at Louisville 
from
Lieutenant Thomas Potter and 1)e-
tectives Moore and Baker, and then
beat these officials back to this 
city
yesterday, but is now gone agaln.
. Ten da ys ago Roberts, Ford 
Jock- Roberts walked boldly into police
son. Clovis Ifolland, George Gaines 
heeepooetee, .at the city hall and
and Harvey Fletcher were 'arrest
ed asked for his trinkets. of Rotusdernatt
Emile Gourienx, mho has been look-
ing Inter the Melt force wan,
Liatitenant Potter was away. 
.
Ur, Courieux informed the lad he
knew nothing of them, and that
1Roberts would have to return durigg
theedaytime and secure his yoluables.
' last two weeks. and when 
the boy& Acting Lieutenant Gourieux naturally
were arrested. thee confessed to 
be-
4kg the culprits. Tuesday afternoon 
o.ressnmed that Roberts loid hecu de -
livered to the reform school by tht
Judge Lightfoot of the juvenile anett 
plducAll (enieeri. mid then uherat,1
convicted all the bans aud Ordered , by the authorities controlling atie41
them sent to the reform school It 
.
nityraisi Lexington institution.
foelogion. Wedneeday under this imnression Obiceli:1116o"r4Yrur-
Lkuzlreenancti Braotretterrletasndfor lixikt‘eti
ngtosivo Wax enneratulated the lad and told
with the five lads end bad to lay 
the h'sr liC WA'. alad to sec hint back.
over in Louisville t° wait I°V the l ibeller lire. .17r."Gollsir°bertiemeg 
in
aleadnelfa
load arred v
train to carry them Tohneto it".eui,Leviixt; :
left 
,,i
Runerts' emeane and the lad
ington institution. the nolicen'an under the Mu
Tunes of Wednesday efternosin spate 
,
as follows regading the slash young 
"1")sres`i'm abut being liberated.
Roberts made and securest hi. liberty: 
Aik; Rneithtierbnot aentl..t cluipattatsrd :lief yit.hti;te.
"White Paducah officers in enters.: 
youn
office. Imagine the astoniehment of.
of five bovs being taken to the Seale Ramoulsntin Gourieue obese kast eve•
Reform School %sere et the First nine at 6 o'clock 'nknre. Potter,
street station of the L. and N. at 1,Baker and Moore return aned * d at
4 the leader of the gaeg, mask a sue- 
"vninted the lialeriee-Of . the policei o'clock this afte
rnonn, Bert Roberts.
abrent Roberts' &seeping.
outctostic ofenylindae soh Ifiscsre n
IttieRonty,eannt,l,c.ccuacapesIve.
The incorrigible feed not been
rsi the office an hour ellen tlin st•rt-
The officer% left with the other four ,
,
ose ; hog-news Caine. and immediately the
.for Lexington after notifying i entire force o .- 3
11 "The 
th oe bite yuth& sprat •ev via, no dled to ncep.-
• 
er.d hours at the Central "polite eta- ' kintann 
for tne k 1 k •11, dor o is eet at
lion bete ion trains today. The lad st large.
— ..'--,. ' --
DON'T BELIEVE
.DEUCES A DIVORCE CAUSE
• CARLISLE WILL WED Htisband Didn't Know Value and
—
•s
Rumor of His Engagement Not Cred- 
Wife Ak Decree.
; ' ited in %V
oshington.
4 t
144
•••••••••••••
Plans to Hunt Big Game There When
vided In 131111411111 numbers.
"arm as President Expires.
• Represent:oho-elect John W. Lang- t
'Washington. Eck 7.--Pre.s.identIcy, of Kentucky. is already discharg- I
Roosevelt hopes to visit Alaelea on aing practically all of the duties of a l
hunting trip after his presidentialcongressman except drawing:the pay:
term expires. He expressed this de-1 Ile appears .before committees its be-
sire triday to Robert W. Wiley, whohalf of his constituent's, does depart- nibite l." The conetitutioii of Cali-
went crrande for them, and goes , has spent Seventeen years in that. 
. 
!VIRGINIAN KILLS
t fornia states that "no cell:rase for
wherever the duties of a congressman I count'," en
d has traveled iii remote A TENNESSEEAN.
t , call him. An rcpresclital.v.;c_c,cct ; seotions oiler, out rzone is still : marriage. if Otherwise duly made.
.. have the privileges of tate ?m.o. of tut . abundaut.
:y . I , I shall' be invalidated for want of con-
.......os s state; in the choice of the celebrant .
Wide 
Eruest Millen, Son of flanker, Shoots
, Luther Keever.
---
. more regular in his attendance on the '
I
,
CANNOT GET SQUARE' DEAL Intrnitv to any ecligi°" 
sect.'
. house and senate, and Mr. Langley is 1 latitude is allowed in .tho various
t.:fingressnien James and Stanley 
Bristol. Tenn., Feb. 6.--News has
. i sesseions than wally members who, ..... of the tnerriage. lie
are now in office. zniv'elie any
 haen received here of A • tragedy at
Complain of Aldrich's Conduct eialified civil ofneer. co ein- 
nnnistor r ,
On Tobecso Bill. 
Fenn. Ernest Miller, the
ecalp of Reed Smoot. Resolutions= de•• 
of the gospel. end in 'Arkanots, tinder "war' .The women of Indiana are after thee
. yeung son of B. H. Miller. a Wealthy
Fowling thas ha be Ws.* qiiitingion, F. • 
' 7.-01ee fames special provision. the governorhim- 
expellee-1 from banker (-. Pulaski
. Va., shot and kill-s
Hie senate have been adopted by the 'tins! Mstis'y Stanfeyitre indignant ov
er el'. may offiCiate: s el Luther Keever,. a young rnao of
W, C.' T. C's of Jeffersonville. niadi- '"ti°13 of Chairman Aldrich in renard 
Some states are gem in 'their le- pronfinenv family in Unicoi ccsentyr.
.r6..A44 about seventy;five.other In- • to the bill removing the tax trout rtisi°41 we to whom one
e may marry.
Keever us said to have leeen intoxi-
. :Mane 'Cities The ref olutioni. 
Marriage between whites awl persons
were : leaf tobacco.. s,
forwa-de d to the vice president. who . They claim that he i, netiiying 
of negro descent is prohibited in .onted and
 made on attack on enller
with bnasi linucks.
'filed !nem in the ,enate inanefaeterore .o
hn are ow-wool 1,-, twenty-six states. Marriage between Miller waft teleased from (-woody
neit evening,. being under bond. in'
1,000 to aptkar in tours' • 14 woe
represented by Joseph C .Wysor, Fe.
noted. c-iminnl lawyer of Virginia;
Young Miller came to Tenneesee rye
•
rilonlilmmilawammassumm.
''BERT ROBERTS SHOWED GROWTH OF THE DIVORCE EVIL MOORE D D THE
OFFICERS NEAT TRICK•
ESCAPED FROM PADUCAH POLICE AT LOUISVILLE, 
AND
BEATING THE LATTER BACK HERE, APTUALLY VIS
ITED
POLICE HEADQUARTERS AND GOT AWAY BEFORE IT WAS
LEARNED THAT HE GAINED HIS LIBERTY BY MAKING A
BOLD DASH—SHOWED OFFICERS A NEAT TRICK, BUT IS
NOW BEING VIGOROUSLY SEARCHED FOR BY THE EN-
TIRE DEPARTMENT.
Bert Roberts, Paducah's incorrigi- I were in custody pf Detectives T. J.
hie, put on his banner stunt within the 
Moore and W. E. Baker and. Police
Lieut T J. Potter, of Paducah. They
fast forty-eight Ito" it consisting en • i
•
arrived n Loniaville over the Illinois
being cmtvicted here in the juvenile Central at ii :o ,,'clock.
court started to the State 
Reform "The boys, who were all eonvited of
Senool at Lexington, escape from the housebreaking
 are:
, tied return here last evening
, a visit Jackson, fifteen yeari;Clovis Holland,
years: Ford
1Padusah officers at Louisville, a hur- "nett 
Roberts, sinteeit
.1' pet police headquarters, and 
another thirtecu. years; George Gainee, thir-
quick "get-ass-ay" which gave him the 
teen yeare, mid Harney Pletcher,
'liberty he is now enjoying lie is' thirteen years. They 
cegnposed an
chronicled as the slickett and emooih- organited ba
nd that terrorised the
eat the police department ever had to, town 
for weeks."
contend with, and now ranibles at 
ti kite
on the charge of breaking into 
end
robbing the Leslie Clark grocery on
North Twelfth, the Mitchell 
geocery
and saloon on North Tenth. and 
the
Earl Dunn drug store at Seventh 
and.
Clay streets. The 
depredations at
these stores all occurred within the
•
.110.
indonopelis, Intl. Feb. ging
Wleinengtelo. Feb. 7.—The eon that ler husband, Oscar Miller. slid
ot ktiow the commercial value of a
troller of the etterency. Mr. !fidgety.
has approved en application tro cone:pent of 
deuces is hen his opponent held
vert the Bcnk. of Georgetown, Ky.. ba`o Pairs of •;Itseens Flora 
F. Mier
into the Georgetown National lank. -61 KokoMo. Ind.. today 
filed snit fciei
The new national bank will begin it.' divorce.
Career with a capital of $75,0011 She says that her husband aban•
Very few Washington people place dotted her so long .ago that she
any credence in the report that John !doesn't remember w
hen he left. that
, during their married lift he made
G. Carlisle is to be married to the
widowed sister of St. George Tucker,: a business of "bootting the bank ac-
counts of barkeepte.s%and. that hcpresident of the Jamestown calmer-(4 lion. If the ex-vetstetery of thetreas- used his fists freely in enforeing his
right
wry has any such totentions he is. to boss eis sown hope.
• carefully concealing them from his 
She declares that he suffered a
closest friends at the national capita!, ialaso of memory whcocver t WQ,
a
Ccit Samuel Gaines, the suggested that food
 (t• 'raingem
tuckian who is .chief of the division needed.
of mails and files oi the treasury de- But- the odd part was regarding
 ni;
Mr. gatibling proclivities. "The` defend-
. pertinent. probably is closer to an was an inveterate bitt tinoweessful
'Carlisle than anybody else in Wash- gambler.' she says. "lie was notington. He does not believe that the
rumor of Mr. Carlisle's engagement possessed of sufficient judgment to
has any foundation in fact. (•etimate thc comegsvcial value of a
Mrs. F B. Moran entertained a pair of deuces and be bad been known. 'to hazard beavny and persistentty onbridge party of more than ordinary ;
ainterest on Saturday afternoon, when n ace full when he had been notified
the gueete were invited to meet thar his adversary was in open. no-NETS.
Upton Muir, formerly of torious and undisputed pOSCCAli,n1 of
Ky., but now residing in Washing- rw° pairs of queens."
ton.
ROOSEVELT TO SEE ALASKAThe orize: were II:linty
itics for desk or toilet talne and pro- I
Vine*
r escaping'  'Young Roberts
tha authorities would have to
So On to Lexington with the other
four temps, so he immediately caught
a train and arrived in Paducah yes-
terday. When 'he was arrefed Jast
week some trinkets were taken off
his person by the police, and last
etesting.shortly after 6 o'clock Young
(By Frederick J. 'Laskin.)
On account of the, general alarm
over the growth of be divorce evil in
this oauntry, the natio* government
is collecting sta:istics front the vari-
ous states with a view to throwing
lifebt on the subject weft encouraging
remedial legislation:, it is estimated
that there have bcelt $00.000 divorces
in the United, Stateeen Ohe last twenty
years, and that t000,000 children have
seen their homes broken up. The full
extent of the evil can hardly..be real-
ized until the forthcoming report is
completed, because only nine states
publish ,divorce gametes. Theee are
PRACTICAL SURVEYOR
County Work a Specialty.
be willing, provided of course she
Old 'Phone 620-3.marries them one at a time. •C,onnec- Tyler, Ky
ticut forbids feeble-minded women to -
marry. New Jersey decides that as -HE HEAVED TRW: IRON MIS-
the deaf and dumb do not cope under
the head of imbeciles, they may marry
within her borders. The law-ntakers
of Vermont nave gravelyouled that a
man May marry his mother-in-law if
he like3. In some states a man is pro-
hibited from marrying his son's wife,
and a woman from marrying her
daughter's husband. Ohio forbids the I
marriage of aodruekarde and will re-
fuse to grata a license to •a man %Oho
Maine, New Hampishire, wrnipm, is drunk at the time he asks for it. . sere set e ay    the polite court by Judge Cro,s onThe laws of the states also differ 
•
Massachusetts. Rhode Island, Connec- 
of di- the charge of being drunk and disor-widely is re, the remarriage
ticut, Ohio, Indiana and Michigan. vorced people. In twenty-six states deny. .
So many absurd Rictuses for divorce Moore proves to be the man whothe divorced ones may marry when,have been found thwittis no wonder
where, bow and whom they /new, shied an keel nut throggh She window
the cootie papers find elle subject one
without any qua I cat ons whatsoever, i of the Kreotzer bakery Wednesday
that yields much rich material for In hnassachusetts the defendant may night end came near hitting .Young
their purposes. A South Dakota wo- be married within two years by pcti- putt"", who Was sitting nut inside
man was recently given a divorce honing the codrt and securin a perish_ the enteance. Moore has no excuse
from her husband because he refused sion. In Maine the guilty party can for throwing the nut and it is believed
to pay for a pair of corsets she had never be married without the consent he just wonted to get back in jail, to
bought. One wife secured a separa-
don hems her husband because be per-
sisted in stoning their neighbors' cat's.
thus making her unoopulu in the
community where they livede Anotber
omman-who married a carpenter, after
wards relented and begged to be re-
leased from the union. on wount of
thc fear that if site ever had children
they would Q* tendency to
pound and make a noise. Mrs. James
Alexander, of New York. carried off
the honors as a moot unique divorcee
by issuing cards that reed: "Mrs.
James Alexander' requests the honor
of yosr presence at the celebration
of her (Mores front Me. James Alex-
auder." However, it remeined for a
flahimore man to do the hand-ome
thing by hie dissatisfied Wife. When
bc,foutel Ate was io love with an-
other man he beloed her secure her
lease from herself. settled the house
a tine income on her, then man, bccainc Ales. Sands. then Mrs,
eretwued hie treneeosite by Irving her leutberferd, then Mrs. Vanclerbilt.
away et the wedding. Divorced courts have so mix.M the re-
tlae Ph'ItteoPhinal view that it is wiiet noise confusing to the inquirer to-tiud
the a rule the stotvi have ati9Pied,r1g,tsAtips in this family that it is
not to interfere with marriage rela- out ..whoe who,"
twos that are not Wean.. and «DI While there arc four other s!ates'in
have been reluctant to easel divorce
laws. Those that liane been enacted
vary much in witat is considered
justifization, length of legal residence
required and in tcruts of settlement.
that their utter lack of geueral appli-
catioa.is conceded is, be a menace
father Sian a prutection to Our ficiii-
zation. They range all the way front
the union where the term of residence
necessary to secure a divorce is just
as shart as in South Dakota, the list
named state has the most accommo-
dating court of any, and the • ees
of grantiug uhile-you-weit de
separation to dissatisfied 'name
pie has developed into a sort of home-
grown indiotry.. It has Wen charged
South Carolina, with MP diYOTCC. lay that thto Opty stipulation nezessary to
at all, to Tenneesee's williugness to i get a divorce in South Dakota is the
grant a divorce on any one of melee paymeut bf six montlisThoard at one
reatinrs after one year', residence re- of the numerous hotels there The
Looked before a divorce can he ob most recent initauee of the "hurry-
tinned ranges front six inseitbe Illp" elf dalme things in the north.
Stenlib Dalin", Idaho, Ne-bra`ka. Se• wesiept rtate was !he divorce lately
vada and Teens. to Ave keeir% MU % mated' t9 Mrs. James G. Blenae, r.
eachusette. The viten!' range front' This lady as in a hurry to get to
ierv xrave crime's down to mere trivi- her bottle in Washington for Christ-
Artie's. man, so the judge held a night session
of the emir while a epecial train was
kept waiting Rehire her marriarze to
Mr. Blaine she was the beautiful
iMart1s3 Ifichhorn. %shorn the society
New York grants a diseerce only for
adnItery, and in fifty 'nit of fifty-one
states and territories this is recog-
nised as net ground for imuine a
decree. In his cnty-four oht of fifty- reporters called '•nfartha in Lavcii-
one 'gaits and territories willful nee- der.' New site is neither Miss Ifich-
lect to proviste. in forty habit tat born ,or Mrs. Blaine, but Mrs. Pear-
drunkennese, and in forty-three de- sail having promptly married again.
sertioa or abondenment is considered But tee merry habit of exchanging
sufficient cau,e for legal separation. Wives and freeing oneself from Abe
In forty-three outs crueltn is accept- matrimonial bond is not conAned to
Fed as grennde for divorce, hut the the Four Hundred. Factories g`fir
liCtIrd is nidelv interpreted. It runs filled with divorced uninen who think
the whole gamut front physical force'
to "outrageous tenmesn In thirty-
nine states drunkennces is accepted In the south the negroes flock to the
ase gr ninds for absolute divorce. In divorce eourte and are granted separa-
Georgia if both husband and N%iie tion by the scores at every- court. This
iirint. nvither can obtain a ileeree. ln phase 'of the problem ha' been
Nevada divorce for aritakennes, is "worked up" by the enterprising tie-
granted only alien it is proved that grn lawyers.
the luau eaniwe support his famile. There is another kind rii diverce in
elute in Kentucky (nidence must also ' America which is more cruel and far
lie nrovided to those that the drunken ' more bitter in its injustice than a fain-
butbald is "wasting his estate." • ily quarrel in the Newport set could
The nresent vane:ion of the mar be. It is when a man Who married a
sieve Lew/ threnighoot the states is poor workieg girl when he was young
said te be handy responsible for the and poor, grows rich and great, and
prevailing muddle in divorces, , 13,1, then -desires to cast off the little wife
eleven state constitutions trnatelfi who helped him along the road to
enbiert ef marriage at all. An 'old success. The case of a Pittsburg
siatioe of Pennsylvania requires
twelve switirceses tea marriage, senile
states require three itit tie . SCS. some
'Wei, some one, and some none at all,
multionillismaire. is one in point. He
married 'he cook in his father's hose
when all were on a basis of perfect
equality. After twenty-two years he
In New York orartieally no ceremony is a man of the world and a master
is required. .1 man fial-C a woman a of affairs. Now he divorces the faith-
ring. saningt "This le onittn..wedelitin fol woman who heloed hint lay the
fee.' end the courtseleend it to he a fonndation of hi, fortune, because she
valld marriage. Sissith Caroline a does not have the smart ways td sat-
,.
Person cosmic-leo wilani,V di o- isfy the fastidioneetastes. that have
.111;1W-tett from keno, registered or crone .0 him with ITN prosperity.
from voting. In Inali .1soajettarnous
or inure( narriages ere folthese 'orn-
- the mil, and giving them shearmige nnbitcn 3.nd k Prohibited in
befdre 'his committee, hut is not nesv. f.nr ,,tates. and between wIntert and
info epasi ieho is atw.ays sight 'is. 'elig the friends of the biif chi:1*e Chitle'v it, five steete-",
 
in Virginia a
'nloilfs: nuisance. eto be beard and is not porno:woe orovisinn olet 
Foolish ,-coemon law
The wilt of Nies. Phoebe nItiornfieldo Janes allul StanICY erott411akeine ;se 401 fore e which 
pr,ehibite a man
Toledo, gives her sister, Also. Fryber- •Witnetasns• •' • r 'nor, eearrviter hie 
deregeed wifens el,-
. geny$5.000 on conditicin tlqtt be does; n'Tainnelonn that'll)* cl..irtels sneak:- though roher states have 
roso, ently to accept a poeitiou with the
retiir.Q fribcfleet. .r. in t.* The estrerne, ....* ! . permitOrIg woman tn niarry 
eny and & Wectern railway.
all of 'her brothers-in-law; who may
of the court. In Virginia the court
may frirbill the defendant to marry
anyone but the plaintin. In Louisiana
a second marriage nithout divorce is
valid if either 'pony has been absent
for ten years and is not known by the
other piety AS he living. This ab-
sence and sitermi is considered suffi-
cient to dissolve the first marriage.
In Missistippi when a. wife secures a
divorce her husband is considered
dead, and she is counted as a widow..
The news that Coneuelo, Duchess
of Marlborough, has rist signed a
deed of separatices front her titled
hesband, calls attention to the feet
that this Amerisan belongoto a
mach-married and much-divoreed fain
ily. Her father is William K.- Van-
derbilt. and her inisItaer is Mrs. 0. H.
P. Belmont. ,Mrs.Illiatri. W. Van-
derbilt. preeesit ern& of bet- father,
started out Mille Miss Ann Hann-
they would rather nork for them-
selves than to stay unhappily married.
-.•
;:.
NUT THROWING
SILE THROU9H KREUT-
ZER'S WINDOW.
. -
Served a Term in Penitentiary for
Stealing Bicycles 'While Was
Susoected of Arson Once. •
A fine of pia and costs was given
Willialeldo • st morninginLAWYERS
I. K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLI
whieh the judge accommodated hint
with a tine sufficient ,to confine him
for two month..
Moore is the Man *lin was sent to
the penitentiary from this city for
stealing a bicyck from another party.
lie served his tints, and returned to
Paducah last December. Ile was also
believed to be the one who set fire to
the Butler grocery in :Mechanicsburg
several years ago. I: was thought.a
certain negro threw the nut through
the bakery window on account of
Young Burton hasing had trouble
once before with the darkey. It de-
%clops Moore did the work. however.
PHONED ALARM AND
DIED WITH BABE.
Firemen Arrive Too Late to Save
Mrs. 4/aughan, Who Told Them
• of Her Danger.
New York, Feb. u.—"The ire
a areund us. You will rea4 has,
:e hurry to give op aid."
The man on watch at fire deirart-
headquarters early today canglit
the message in a woman's voice over
the telephone. She told him at first
ti-at she was Mrs. I.. Vaughan. She
did not say that she held her baby
in her arms at the time she sent the
ire sage.
Through a blinding snowstorm the
Stamen rushed toPelham in tli.
nrene, and ellen they reached tle
euelian home a blackened, fire-
seorred nom met itheni. He was
sn.ecel. ,
"Is )(me wife safe?" wile asked.
-My ens.? She was with me. I
knOW Whe e she is," replied
Verighau:
'Ike firemen clittibed to the second
Osseo of the dwelling. Mrs. Vaughan
way found dead oil the floor just be-
neath the telephone. Her last mes-
sage had presaged her fate. The
firemen were not in time to giv' her
a- -t.
Whet] Mrs. Vaughan's bony was
!tactl her dead baby %sae found be-
math it. The mother's Fast efforts
had been to protect her child. 1; had
le en 'smothered er death.
..Two other lives were lost in the
Cre. The negro vervain perishes!
:Ind Thomas Micky. a stableman em-
ployed by Vaughan, who escapee
frem the burning dwelling, tried to
ect twenty-eight horses; out of the
stable. He waspapped with them by
the flames. trampled :me towned te
death,
PURPLE TOGS TO BE THE GO
Only Rich Can Afford 'Em. Says
English Tai_lo_rirei_ Pub;cation.
Lonibm, reb. Ci "I Tit' tailoring
journal, Men's Wcar, says that purple
will be the fashionable color for men's
holiday and lounging suits this sum-
•mer. Only the very rich, the paper
says, can wear the clothing because
the life of such suit is sery brief, the
sun's rays acting quickie- on dy.•
end causing the cloth to fad,
DIME NoVEL YOUTH
ROBS HIS MOTHER
' Hendrick Miller
Clikt Marble
Dresses Up for Church, Takes Money
and Sets Out far a "Career."
Philadelphia, Feb: 7—Led away by
an irrcsistable desire to emulate the
heroes depicted in the dime novels
and "penny dradfuls"nhat he has late-
ly been reading, eleven-year-old
RobCrt Colderwood, eort North Filth
street. ran away front hie home after
stealing front under the pillow of
his skfoping mother. $to, the savings
of weeks.
Time antiagain he has. been pun-
ished for taking and spending money.
and has alway) tearfully promised
never to steal again.
The other morning Robert aro,,e
awl' dressed himself in his Sunday
suit, donned a white 'sweater that he
'had received as a Christmas present
and made, so his brothers and sisters
thought-, all preparations for going to
church.'
Thep he entered the room-whene hi;
mother lay Ocean and tarefuny
sliding hie tiny band tinder the pillow,
drew forth the roll of bills he knew
was Itidelen there.
Rifles, revolvers and kniees are his
delight and every penny'that he can
earn. his mother 'aid. has been awn:
Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 3r.
Rootna 1, 1, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing 523 1-1 Broadway,
C. NANNING SEARS, M.D.
Office 1701 Moyers St,
Telephone 311.
,
E. H. PURYEAR,
.
•
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Boildiu,
$13 1-1 Broadway, Paducah. ky.
New Phone too; Old 1487 R
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
ULT. Rivers, M.
OFFICE are BROADWAY
FELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
D.
Excursion Rates on
and
Fo
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN. Continuous Passage, $4-00.
Unlirniged Ticket Se.00, meals
berth included.
•
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, Ii.so each, withou•
ileals. Soo° with meals.
Good music on all the boats..
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agen-
ts!. GIVEN FOWLER, City Pas,
Agent, Phone 33.
1. C. Flournoy Cecil Ree
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS •
•
Roans ! ,.). it and is, Columbia Bldg
isrsi.)uCAH, KY.i
_
ALBEN W. BARKLEY'.
Attorney at Law.
Room No. o Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone lege.
OLIVER. OLIVER & McGREGOis
LAWYERS
ORFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah,
Room its,. Fraternity Building.
New Phone Ira Old Phone 4114A
Ky
Ker-
---
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
• 
Lawyer.
.-----.
Will Practice in all Courts of
tucky.
 
e
.._
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
•f, Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence tiro Broadway.
Phone leg.
icb on Sunday was prohibited to Bos-
tonians, remarks the Detroit Free
Press, we thought they never needee
ice. . I
Somehow the average man doesn'c
feel called upon to worry over the
for sueli articfee. loss of his 
neignbor
.
=once.
•••
vet
Sins,
REXAL REMEDIES REXAL'
k
=reap, -
SEASONABLE
E,
X REXAL . X
A REMEDILS A
w •
R Cherry Juice Cough R
E Syrup
M Bronicals
E Slippery Elm Lozenges E
D Tickle Stopper D
Cold Cure
E Grippe Cure E
Gurgle
fr 1 .
•
R MONEY BACK IF R
E IT LS NOT E
X SATISFACTORY X
A A
1WPHERSON' S
ire R.exal Store
REXAL REMEDIES REXAL
INJUSTICE TO
THE HUCKSTERS
.•-xL12/ERMEN REFUSED TO PRO-
HIBIT THEM FROM SELL-
ING .DOWNTOWN.
COMMITTEE NEGOTIATE
WITH I. C. FOR GROUND
FINANCE COMMITTEE WILL
SEE IF SOLICITOR IS TO
GE" PER CENT.
Pinal Action taken Ordering Creation
of the Office of "Building Inspec-
tor"—Aldermanic Session.
On tht ground that it would be
injustice and discrimination against
the hucksters and hawkers doing busi-
ness in this city, the alderrnen last
night refused to confirm the ordin-
ance adopted Monday night by ti , •
council, which law would have refused
•he hawkers and huckster., permis-
.1m) to sell from wagons their fruit
and other goods in the business por-
tion of the city hounded by First,
Sixth. Washington and Jefferson
-treets. The fruit dealers, grocerymen
and others in this line down in the
commercial center of Paducah, asked
the city boards to compel the hawkers
.,nd hucksters to stay out in the
residence scent-ins •o sell their fruit
and wares. The council passed the
law barring this elass from the busi-
ness center, but the aldermen stated
the hawkers and hucksters paid an an-
nual license of $uo each in to the
municipal treasttry as a privilege to
do business, and as this license was
many omes greater than that exacted
of the regular fruit dealers. grocerss,
itc, the hawkers and hucksters had a
Perfect right to sell anywhere they
wanted to. and in order to let themd' 
this the upper board rejected the in .
la.w the council wanted, and which
stipulated a fine of frctm $s to $to
if the hawkers came down in town.
The new law was killed by the votes
foi all seven aldermen present. Mem-
. her Hannan was the absentee.
The aldermen 'referred to the II-
tiasice committee for investigation and
'recommendation the ordinance adopt-
ed ituti:•: by the council Monday night,
which measure raises from ten per
cent to twenty-five per cent the com-
pensation to he received by the city
solicitor for collecting backotaxes due
the municipality from parties owning
property in the city. It is believed
the ordinance will be rejected, as
wavy of the aldermen believe ten per
cent of all collected is sufficient remit!)
eration for the solicitor's trouble. The
solicitor is now filing suits in the
courts for about $15,coo worth or
/hack taxes due the city from delin-
iorents.
. The. January repeal of Chief of
Police Collins shows he collected
during that month form the polite
court $.3.33.8o fines and costs, while
Stos was replevined, leaving $107 on
hand for collection.
The proper committee Iva, directed
to -.bring in an ordinance providing
that sidewalks be kticl on Farley
street.
—*City Engineer Washington was di-
S'`! - reeted to plat off the new cemetery.
/.- two miles out in the county beyond
t: •' Oak- Grove, so the burial lots could
• .••p,-;•.; be laid off, prices fixed, and many
•• lots sold now applied for.
An ordinance was ordered brought
• stipulating that concrete pavements
Omit be laid on heals sides .cif North
Fourth from Clay to Trimble. This
t•- ••f along the block which Rireerside
hosssiltil face-.
`• J a nuar) fivancid statement
‘,. I a balance fif $20161.36 in -the
,.yieblic •-troasuey Jithitary . 1.•svisik
5:324517s w•t; colecteel eluting th
month•
 foboo..i..: mixt. leasing a
Fr-hr..'., halunce of $45.1;34.96
I
4111•1,
• , •
ALTERATIONi SALE
We have 10 days time in which to close oat our stock of Clothing and Furnishing Goods.
In 10 days we must. give floor space to the carpenters, bricklayers, plasterers, painters and
plumbers. The contracts have been let, to alter our building from top to bottom, and in
ten short, days from
February 9, 1907
The workmen ea begin tearing flown and rebuilding, transforming the old GRAND LEADER Into the new GRAND LEADER
Fox ten days We will give you the greatest, sale of Clothing and Furnishing Goods the Paducah people have ever experienced. Every-
thing in the house will be slaughtered—we prefer to sacrifice the goods at a price—rather than move than. com. 'prepared to
be astonished. No matter bow cheap you have seen goods sold, you will have to admit, that, the prices we have placed an this
stock is the cheapest you ever saw. We repeat that it, will be the greatest sale ever In Paducah.
IMPOR.TANT!-r-This Sale is for 10 days only. beginning Saturday, _February 9,"10?, and
enang Wednesday, February 20, 1907
. .
10c SOX
We will close out good black toe sox
for alteration price
MEN'S SUITS
3e
You can now buy a regular $7.50 suit
cf clothes for just half price. Altera-
tion er'.ce S3.75
STOCKINGS
We have reduced our children's stock
togs that regularly sold for iec to
the alteration price 7.
—
NONE
OF THESE
•
GOODS
CHARGED
UNDERWEAR •
ucper's underwear, that always •e-
taits for $1.00 alteration price 75e
MEN'S PANTS
$. 25 pants, now
St.so pants, flow
$r.50 shirts, now
St.00 shirts. now
ODb VESTS
69e'
98e
95e
75e
•••,
We have about go odd vests, of all
sizes and for this sole town marked
them 
-CORDUROY PANTS
S! .50 pants, now
$1.00 pants. now
$1.0o pants. now
.. 911.10
.81.49$2.10
1-4 OFF ON
HATS
a.
heat suits we sold in our regular Is
stock for The price la
. new .
CHILDREN'S SUITS
S1.10
HANDKERCHIEFS •
Tolley red, blue and fancy and plain
with. handkerchiefs. Alteration
price . .
MEN'S SUITS
:woo usee's and young men's Nuts,
lot the neat ten days. we will cut
to 
„ S5-400
FLANNEL SHIRTS
1.50 wool shirts. now 
31.00 wool shirts. now  
$1.00
78e
OVERCOATS
O' illeireasts for men and boys, that
formerly sad for $15.00, alteration
price.. $7•50
:111:11EE PARS
5o.: knee pants, now 29C
, ;se knee pants. now 11e
OVERCOATS
Overcoats that we formerly sold for
$12.50 you can now buy for $6..as
 —41110k_
MEN'SvSUSPENDEIIS
From our regular stock we have
taken ac seeponders and marked
them 
  • • • 13e
CHILDREN'S SWEATERS
All wool child's sweaters, to close
them out at mos, we harp placed
them on sale at .  e19
UNDERWEAR
Our regular soc underwear we have
sat. 444dhi thie ads will sell per gar-
anntrfer . 3/13e
IIEN'S SUITS
our regular Stagy suits, for this sale.
we have reduced kip one half 166.25
CHILDREN'S SUITS
•
All of our reviles. Ila.rxi• and
children suits are DOW marked down
to •S1.49 •
BOYS' UNDERWEAR
liar regular ases gliresent boys' un-
derwear will be said in this male
for lie
OVERALLS
Regular $i.00 overalls, now
Regular soc overalls, now
WAY'S MUFFLERS WOOL SOCKS
2:,c mufflers, now
soc mufflers, now
•
I •
73e
35e
11e We have placed all of our wool sox
22C in this sale and they are
JERSEY GLOVES
Tnese are our regular 25c gloves We
hive made one lot of them. Alters
tion price • • • 9e
WORK SHIRTS
We have one lot of good, heavy work
shirts, which we will close at.
•
, 1-4 OFF 011
SHIRTS
ar4c
!Ivo° garments cut to
.7.50 garments cut to
markw 19e 1
WOOL 'UNDERWEAR
75e
$100
TOQUES
Children's toques that we formerly
sold for asc, will go in the Altera-
tion sale for . .19e
1-4 OFF ON
PANTS
; t '
.#,SHIRTS
These ihirta are from our regular
'seek of soc shirts, all noes. Mows-
nen price .  
• • 35e
ROATS
\-..irr choke of any ca ow Sr 0 MO Oyer -
c oats in this sale for Alteration
price $5-00
SWEATERS
We have made one lot of all of our
all-wool sweaters and in this air
will run them for 59e
THESE
PRICES
ARE, FOR
CASH ONLY
SUITS
Our suits for men and young men.
which we fornierly sold at $ioo, are
now marked . • .. $7-50
GLOVES
SCOO work gloves, now
. scc week glOsti. DOW
73e
35e
CAPS
5ix cape, now
Si -00 caps. now
4..
323 -
BROADWAY
•
DESBERGER'S
.611AND ABER
The Kentucky Realty company ditional public wharf purposes and the
owns much commons ground out committee is to see if the I. C. will
about the Union depot and want sell, mid if not the committee is to
graveled streets run through the prop-Ireport regading condemning the strip
crty, the company agreeing to give and taking it forcibly through the
the city fee of charge, enough ground courts.
for the highways. The necessary
ordinance for the work was ordered
'brought in. - - •
- The strett commirree wit given the
Chief Woods and City Ekctrician
'McPherson reported taht the below
mentioned buildings are oil!" delapi-
dated and in a dangerous eiondition,-
inerchant'a"petition wheel: the lat- and should - be looked after: to6
tor ask that there he bought from4.Broadway, owned by fake Weil and.
the I. C. the strip of ground lying be- occupied by E. H. Husbands' barber
'meets First street and the river front shop; slat Broadway, owned by Row.
wharf, between' Broadway and Keil- land estate and occupied by Plumber
tucky. The ,trip i. esired jot- ail- Fraolcc: tog South Scdpild, corned by
4,
350
UNDERWEAR
Our blue ribbed underwear, that we
sold for ac a garment, is now 110
PANTS
$3.00 pants are now
Ss.00 Pants are now
tea,
S3-49
1-4 OFF ON rf'frl
GLOVES
PADUCAH
KY.
Loeb and Bloom and occupied by
George Ba.Tre WS CO mrnis sib% hO,use ;
tter South Second, owner bY Joe
Friedman and occupied by Frank
Wagner's saloon. In connection with
delapidated buildings. Mayor Yekier
:recommended that the general council
adopt an orainance creatiuel:be office
"building inspector" wheee *kits
'11 be to see that new buildinik are
properly constructed and ali.Oldnes
kept irt- safe condition. The hfiler-
men otideri.d 'brought in this creative
measure.
Chairman Smith taT the
conimirtee reported that the
.At •
cotspuly had agreed to give better
abCttertker service on its South
S iha.V Street division as soon as good
weather opened , and ,the Sixth and
Clark street curve -could be readittited
so cars would trot jum off. •
- The boarerlit7 an
Oak Grove lot to Edward Carter.
The monerilepositeel by thole par-
ties wastingt saloon licenses which
were rkjecispii, wai . ordered returned
the owner.
When City Engifieer Washington
.1 begins/charging every property owner
sanitary sewerage district No.
tra,efivil a,. the pr.rtion of the .sys-
-t
.11
cost he will have to know how.
many feet of gronud every pe
owns, as the expense is pro r
among the land owners according_
ho* much land they own. In
that, thc exact number of feet
be seenned,- the aldermen empo
the engineer to contract with yuAffe
Puryenr, the attorney and abstract ,
man, for the latter to furnish biz.
Wastinuton with full description of
everybody's property inside the disi- •
trict. Not snore than $aSti is to
paid fdt-the abstracts.
•
-
-The boar dthen adjonrdid.
r eor
4
•
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